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REPORT OP EDUCATION COM2TTEE. 
--- oO 0----

A Meeting of this Committee was held January 10th, 1921, at 
which the questions submitted to the Committee were taken up:-

(1) On the details of the curriculum of the first two 
Your Committee would beg to report progress ; the matter is still 
under discussion.

(2) With regard to the length of the Session:

years

The length of
the session is at present approximately 30 weeks teaching and 32 
weeks including examinations (if the week in which the students
are preparing for examinations in May is included),which is pract
ically the same as that in Toronto,- our Autumn term is two days 
longer, and as their easter term continues five days after ours 
cease, there is about three days difference in the session.

As to the length of term for the adjustment of hours of teach
ing in the subjects that are common to medicine and arts in the 
first year, that is still under discussion.

(3) As to the question of full-time clinical heads : 
mittee would remind the paculty that the discussion of our re
organisation of clinical teaching began with a letter from Mr.W. 
Vaughan dated December 14th, 1917, and the question of appointment 
of heads in the clinical departments began with a letter from the 
late Sir William Osier, dated August 29th, 1919.
November, 1919, the Paculty recommended that one head in medicine 
and one in aurgeiy be appointed in each of the hospitals, and on 
tne 17th of March, 1920, this decision was revised and it was 
decided that there be one chief in each of the Clinics in each 
hospital arid that one of t? cse be head of the Department ; the head 
to control the teaching and research in both gnospitals and who shall 
tnen oe ohe chief of clinic in his own hospital and at the same 
time director of teaching and research in both.

The Com-

On the 24th of
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The Education Committee discussed at some length the question 

of whether such a head of department should he full-time or part- 

time, and would draw the attention of the Faculty to the f%ct that 

the great teachers and leaders in medicine in Europe have heen 

part-time men, and that such experiments as have "been carried out 

on this Continent in the appointment of full-time men 

fulfilled the promises expected.

In the report of March 17th, 1920, referred to, the matter of 

the part-time man was advocated.

Your Committee would also draw attention to the fact that 

in our negotiations with the Rockefeller representatives the recom

mendations cf the Faculty were for a single head for the various 

clinical departments and expressed their fullest approval of the plan 

and stated that they would avm.it developments along these lines
Iaa c ■

The Faculty therefore is now underAobliga

tion to the Rockefeller Foundation to carry out this plan.

The Committee therefore recommend that the Faculty immediately 

make effective their decision and appoint one head in all the 

clinical branches so as to .fadk keep faith with the Rockefeller 

Foundation.

have not

with great interest.



Memo •

Reference your letter of January 21st, 1918, 

dealing with the need of co-ordination in medical

and hospital work, the following is submitted.
3o.

At all times during the past years there 

have been two main divisions of medical life in

Montreal. On one side there were the graduates of 

McGill and on the other sidé were the graduates of 

Bishop. Within these main divisions there were two 

others, namely those who were on the staffs of 

hospitals and those who were not. There were minor 

segregations of staffs of the various hospitals. At 

the time when Bishop's medical faculty was merged into

the faculty of McGill there was a prospect that the

Thattwo main divisions ^ould be brought together, 

has not been the result. 

terms of the agreement were not carried out either

The reason was that the
M

in the letter or the spirit of it. Major Wilson is 
quite wrong in his recollection that a specific

number of appointments were to be set aside for graduates

Such a proposal was made, but I 

made the counter proposal that no such hard and fast

The final arrangement was

of Bishop College.

agreement should be made, 

that as the occasion arose all persons should be con

sidered on their merits without reference to their

It was certainly the under-previous affiliations, 

standing that in course of time graduates of Bishop 

College would be considered of sufficient merit to

warrant their appointment to McGill.

All this happened 15 years ago, and it is not 

in my memory that any graduate of Bishop's has been so

appointed.
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In respect of graduates of McGill who at that 
time were members of the faculty of Bishop's, I can 
only recall one who has since been appointed to_McGrill . 
That was ray self, but the records will disclose the state 
of the case.

I am not aware that any graduate of 3ishop's has 
been considered for an appointment, hit it would 

be hard to justify the neglect of Dr. Englsg&d. 
years he has taken his place in the surgery of Montreal, 
and was so highly considered that fora term he was pres
ident of the Montreal Medical Society in which the

ever
por 30

1
membership was composed very largely of McGill graduates.

graduates of Bishop have a
real grievance, and this la$*c*£consideration has only

The Western

I consider that the

made the situation worse rather than better.
Hospital is bound up in this controversy, and all other

hoàpitals are affected.
You will remember a dinner which you gave at least

15 years ago in the St. James' Club, where this whole
That marked the beginning of a 

It has been heavy on
question was discussed, 
movement which soon lost force.
my conscience ever since as to who paid for that dinner. 
I suspect it Tv as yourself, when in reality the ourden

If you succeed in thisshould have fallen upon me. 
laudfcble task I shall take it upon myself to discharge 

this old obligation by a similar event!
■
1
V
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The Medical Faulty of McGill University has long derived 

its main strength from its clinical teaching, and this tradition 

supported by exceptional clinical facilities has survived just one 

hundred ye .rs.

A reputation based chiefly upon clinical teaching, however, 

involves an element of weakness unless accompanied by consistent and 

adev.u_.te advance in the application of scientific methods to the 

field of medicine.

The Faculty lias for some years back been undergoing a re

adjustment of its outlook , in which the need for a more thorough 

scientific training as a preparation for clinical study has become 

apparent, for it is felt that the immediate future of a school 

largely depends upon the quality of the training that is available 

to its younger clinical teachers.

Recognizing the slow nature of the process by which thor

oughly efficient clinical teachers are produced, the Faculty 

its surent prospect of continued advance in supporting and strength

ening, first of all, the primary scientific departments ox the 

curriculum.

Entrance Requirements:- It is agreed to mise the standard matriculation into the 

Meducal School in order that students may be intell ctually prepared 

for a five year, professional study.

The arrangementa provide for-

1, Concentration of the cultural subjects in the first preparater 

year.

This is equivalent to the senior matriculation.

2. Concentration of the premedical sciences in the second preparatory 

year. These two years may be pursued in this, or any other 

accepted state or provincial college, and when successfully completed

sees

p
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give admission to the new five year;; medical course.

In the five years medical course there will be four years

of professional study leadiiv to a final year devoted entirely to 

hospital work.

In order to encourage the scnools, an object which is vital 

from a broad educational point of view, the Medical Faculty has been 

scrupulous to arrange the subjects for this preparatory 

to be capable of execution in the schools.

By the imposition of this higher standard of entrance 

re ,u.iremente, it is expected that the average annual number of medical 

students at iâ:Grill may be considerably reduced.

year, so as

The Primary Medical Sciences;

These include-

/ Anatomy, (with Histology)

* 1 Physiology (with Biochemistry)

Pathology ( with Bacteriology)

Pharmacology,

To place these subjects on a proper basis, tuere is a need 

ime chairs, with provision for adequate teaching 

facilities, and encouragement of research.

Granted further equipment for physiology, more adequate 

aocoBv.odation for pathology, and an in «pendent professor, first of 

pharmacology, and then of Biochemistry, with the necessary departmental 

equipment in each case, these major requirements will have been 

fulfilled.

:

. m
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Of these departments, chemistry and physicsPre~clinical Sciences: 

are already more or less adequately equipped, while biology, which

throughout has been more intimately connected with medicine, has 

always had inadequate aoco; aodation.

It is Interesting in this connection to point out that the 

professor of botany, whose accommodation is particularly bad, has 

devised and carried inuo execution an unique course in microscopic 

work and general physiology of special value to medical stu ants.

In order to brin to ether under one roof, and with 

certain facilities in co. .on, the departments of zoology, botany, 

Bio-chemistry and physiology, a plan for the establishment of a 

biological building is un ie consideration.

The Faculty has decided to provide a course onPsychology:

psychology for medical students, which shall precede the instruction

in psychiatry.

While the present course as arranged, will be limited to 

about 24 lectures, it is proposed to extend alon these lines 

when suitable laboratory sp ice for this subject is wailable.

It is considered important to 

recognize the responsibility of inspiring and training a junior 

staff, from whom the higher posts in this and otner institutions

Training of Junior Teachers:

may be filled.

In order to carry out this duty, to the importance of 

hich McGill is fully alive, two procedures are necessary:*»

The brighter spirits among its graduates must be attracted to aU
scientific career.

Ho organs : .tinn can provide for the fulfilment of this condition 

because success depends entirely upon the individuality of the
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departmental heads.

2_._ Care must be taken that no insurmountable financial difficulty 

shall stand in the my of such a career.

This condition, which is at present one of grave moment, 

probably be met by a well-planned policy.

* Ÿ plans for this are suggested for considérâtion:- 

W t•"/ institute a certain number of post-graduate research 

\ scholarships.

►' ' X (b) to give younger scientific teachers

can

a sufficient minimum 

s lary as a living wage, and to fix the maximum salary of the 

senior assistants in. order to encourage further professional 

activity, always having in view the best interests of the 

department.

/

k : nV Nf
Bachelor of Science Deqraa1 Med. (in Course);

T It has been suggested to confer the degree of B. Sc., lied, 

m vourse, to certain distinguished students who have successfully 

accomplished some special work during the early years of their 

Course in Medicine.I
1, Salary of Professoriate in the Pre-clinical Departmante:-

Increases of salary , ■£$=&&?, must be assi gied chiefly in 

terms of scientific and general academic standing, 

that any such increases shall be made especially where there toe 

been advancement of prestige acquired since appointment to the staff.

The Faculty would lay especial stress upon the i..portance 

of securing and retaining distinguished and progressive zasn as 

professors, and it is prepared to pay an adequate price for con- 

spicuous achievement.

It is understood
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The problems herein contained are so le hat more involved tiian 

thoue pertaining to the prcclinic-1 departments, 

be dealt with under two headings, teaching and ra-parch.

The cubj ect will

Clinical lea chimp..

It is agreed t at the growth and development 

of undergraduate teaching require one head to each department, who 

ahall organize and direct the teaching, 

placed on a full-time basis, but at the same time must on no account 

permit the claims of consulting practice to interfere with his 

university work.

Control Of teaching:-

He will not at present be

The final decision as to the adoption of completely full

time teachers will be arrived at by he experience of the immediately 

ensuing years in this and other leadin ; schools.

The heads of iapartments shall be 

responsible to the Unlve sity for the conduct of the teaching and 

the University will control the teaching appointment inasmuch as a 

majority of the electoral board arc members oi the University.

is University and Hospitals;

■0
The students of the final year 6hall carry on workClinical Year:

as though hospital residents*

The intention is, by grafting 

all: il it y to the otu ents to prepare them better for general practice. 

During this year in hospital, they will receive systematic class 

instruction and thus obtain a better training then if left purely 

to their own initiative.

certain degree of re ape n-

It is intended that certainCorrelation with Predial.,..d Teaching:

of the preclinical teachers shall give instruction in the clinical 

application of their subjects to the students of the later years.
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Salaries of Clinical Proffternrlftty

It is understood that for the present none of the 

clinical profcsocre ad.ll ask for any increase in stipend, although 

in the budgets hereafter appended, is . avert a summary of the ideal 

financial arrangements that might be made when funds 

available.

are
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MEDICAL FACULTE, MoGlLL TPIVERSITY .

October 29th, 1919.

The -t-r inectlm- of the paculty will he held 
>,ove^er lot In the -acuity Soon ot the

Rear Doctor,

Saturda:/ evening 
College' at G.50 pjn.

BUSINESS: Ibr.Oeler, 6 letter (encloBcd^ 0ut)
Reorganization of rueeun J&^eaa b
Dr .Martin1 e Notice o* - 0 * •'* r-tmental Libraries,Report of Cor-Mtteee on (a) Departucnrai

P(b) Establishment of ^acuity of Dentistry.
Ren ort of Education Committee

resolution (enclosed)

'v"

Col.Bruce«B 
Other bus! ne bo .

J1Ï0. W. SCARE. 
Registrar.
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Dr.Lartin's hotion ro. Faculty Organization.

Dr.Lartin gave notice of notion that an Executive Con
or five he appointed "by the Faculty to 

carry on the routine "business of the Faculty during each
Further, that the Committee have full power to carry 

out all ordinary business of the Faculty with the exception 
of aiaking appointments to the Teaching Staff and of changing the 
general policy of work in the various departments. 
utive Cozmr.ittee must ir&rry on its duties "by vroekly meetings and 
must see to it th.t every department of the vaculty gets prompt 
and satisfactory attention to its requirements. 
itself will thereby "be freed from the obligation of such fre
quent meetings as heretofore and the business can be carried
on with much greater expedition.

--*-oOo-—-

mi utoe of three

session.

This Focec-

The Faculty

I
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THAT the O.ii.A. takes this opportunity, the first after the 
cessation of hostilities, to record its deep appreciation of the 
sacrifice mde hy our profession in Canada_during tne Ion? ,,ar 
rr'-ich h? s just ceased. We are proud to turn:: v x. « no class in 
Canada has done more to Bhov its patriotic and sound citizenship

It is with deep feeling wo offer our sympathy 
t’-ose nedical men who have sc nohly given up

wl' o have sustaine d
than nodical men. 
to the relatives of
wounds1^6loss or'deterïoSiofof hoaltï\s the result of war ^ 

spr^ice . We feel that the medical officers, nursing &j.a-e*b«nd
the rank and file of the C.A.....Service hy their jpatr lotie and
self-sacrificing devotion to duty have con.noutod in u. L*Jgo 
measure to the winning of the war, and have reflected great 
credit on Canada. it is evident the t even mou^ n.n^is uo\
over, a permanent army medic;,.1 organization must re xiainraiimd 
and the following suggestions are offered in order ua * ..e nu*y 

profit hy the experience gained in this war:
(1) That a course he given in each „anadian i edical ’ollege
such subjects ms medical history of tie war, military Muni

tion, military medical organisation, etc. ^ , ...
(2) That a Research Pellovship he estaolisnea oy tne militia 

Department in each medical college in Canada for graduates «no 
show special aptitude for such, work, and that provision ov made 
for their accommodation in the Rational dealt - Lahty. ywcicn we 
understand, is to ou established in the Federal Pept.of - uolxc 
-TT0 1

(3) V/e would suggest that the rate of pay of the iaeaical uen 
of the P.A.L.fi. he put on a par with the R.A.m.O. m order^ro 
attract the better class of medical men to the Canadian m.o.

(4) That those and other suggestions for the improvement of. 
the C.AJ .f. he referred to a Committee constituted as io^loes. 
The Presidents of the C .1 .A. ,and each provincial me dical assoc., 
One member from the vacuity of each medical college in canada, 
and the following officers :

3rif.Gen’l A.15.Ross, Kingst..n; Col.1 .h.Courtnat, Ottawa;
Col. C .Peters , Montréal*, Lt .Col.? Amhewhurn, Calgary; Lt .Col.
.? .IcTavish. Vancouver 5 Lt>Col .H.Y/.Pro’wse , Winnipeg; Lt.-ol.
J. ’lay es Halifax; Lt .Col .Chus .Hunter, Y/inripeg; Lt. Col m unroe. 
Saskatoon; La j or '-arry Lorrell, Quebec; Lt .Col .0 .L. Starr. Tor ont'

medical Association, held m Quebec 
Resolution was moved by Col.Bruce 

Armstrong;, . ont real, and unan ino u si y

and the mover L sec otic sr of the Resolution; and that this 
Committee he given power to at d to its nuuher.

That a copy of this Resolution and & report of the Committee 
he forwarded to the Prime minister of Canada.

------ oOo'—*•*

COPY.
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Department of Physiology, 
McGill University,

December 4th, 1919.

Dear Sir,

In order to get further information on the question of the 
six-years curriculum as arranged at 'Toronto, I sent Professor
Macleod a copy of my critical remarks on the Toronto curriculum 
(a similar copy has already been forwarded to you), at the same
time offering bo circulate to members of the McGill 
Faculty copies of any reply which he might make.

ne lias kindxy taken the trouble to meet my criticisms in

Medical

detail and his reply is more than a mere statement of personal 
opinion, xor it evidently carries the approval of Heads of

A
Departments as well. I have pleasure in now forwarding for your
consideration a copy of this reply.

Yours truly,
.



n 1 yr in -Tilll t0 the critic 161-1S >'0uX. 1 cannot very well^rQf the BuljBtitute plan by

which^ou propose to rer£%r^cK°t°e scarce if to1" the f-’ 

andhari&flron°aCcertain misunderstanding of the nature of

have

out the most important
in Medicine in Canada

in certain non-scientific

our co urse.
In the

of the reasons for 
from fice to six years.-

U) To provide time for courses
cultural subjects 

(2) To allow
subjects pf the already

the introduction of ^ eduction'of a certain amount of 
(b) To permit of toe 1 courses of the Medical

c5ricur.4!UM’i“academic“ccHeee course, that arc ancillary

tC Î4)SIo0t=5o™ în'principle

have hecr. adopted in moot of the ^tov
6ui-e to practice in Ledicine «no ..urger,.

With the A
©y t'-re in —r> all £ the aho

led
ional6individuality°hy°Sing mere copyiots.

first place let ne point
increasing the course

■Lime for more thorough instruction in certain 
existing nodical course anu

of the 
for

with the requirements that _
of the Tin ion for licen-

ttt) closely
c.me theand

e onditions are full 
of edue .tion adopted

sacrificing our nat-

as
tv

: Under (l) you state that 
Evidently youTurning now to your criticisms rulum.

add two cultural &u^j®cts to o- t be chosen from
to the asterisked Political Economy,

among the following: English, History, li besides
Philosophy and Psychology), but you do ?°î following:
t he optional subjects Eni 1 is b Exp res
tai Tutorial class in English coiq the influence of
sion)* (first year); (b) Coiu:se of lectures on^ ^ -De
science on Civilization (1st ye-r «ç ± Elementary Ma the-
transferred to 3rd year later) ; (tutorial) on
mat leal Calculation. (SO »o«r., called (15 nour.
Time-table) ; (d) Course on Principles of l uycnoio(.,y
during 3rd year).

we
refer

pïLftS SS-7-~ ■
the ctkrfic of the Department of English for next year'• B«“ieB 
this course, which is compulsory, about of the
year students have also elected College ;

Professor John Tait
McGill University.

Hov.24th,1919.TORONTO J
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? ;aï t0 0}}00Be among several options. He did so when he 
ec o study xedicine. Surely he can he trusted to exerc 
l' vacuity to a ^mited extent among subjects that are not 
essential to ms training as a general practitioner of medicine.
T'l-i++«,’î ~S aut, further, that no one of the options per
mitted could untie r any circumstances involve a waste of time.

n-n2 a thSt if a stuciontl-cl acting certain courses

« t..° mp iî 4rio«rihfte&d 2T£ given to

^ e,f -a^h cultural value. The phraseology of .the para- 
0raph j.n lie announcement is perhaps somewhat ambiguous.

It seems strange that (c) should be used as an argument 
against permitting the student to elect certain. courses for the 
purpose either of broadening his general knowledge, or of spec
ializing in more subjects of which he has an elementary 

5d, the latter part of he ar graph referred 
. . .fit all of the student f r all of the

v;;e

to read

the duties of t -e advisor is to explain to students 
and nature of the various options, ..nother, is to 
a general way the work they are doing. This function ry must 
oaer opportunity to the students at stated timos, to consult 
wxtn him over their work. He will not advise the student to 
select a special course, but will guide him in the 
choice of options after ascertaining his wishes. 
tmrd year, the work of the Class Advisor will 
taken over vy the Dean.

One of 
the purpose

in

proper 
After the 

probably be

ca "v in V.‘}B «o-mcction in the first year course in Toronto.
_ zyic present first year class, about 100 take French (in 5

?ï?6:\eS ï\ï\ff?fent Periods), about 50 English, about 15 German, 
ana about 15 hat hematics. With classes of these sizes xve have 
iounc that the Arts -naculty are willing to help us by arranging 
taat sux^aole courses are given at hours which fit in with our 
schedule.
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3

special &c . . There can surely he no reason wh.y certain
students should not he permitted to undertake a certain amount 
of advanced work in chosen subjects of the medical curriculum, 
and why others should he deprived of the one opportunity of their 
liver? to take oolloge courses in cultural subjects. If" all 
students are compelled to take prescribed college (Arts) courses 
before commencing the Medical course, the latter vrill he even 
more crowded in subjects than it is at present and t lie re will 
be no possibility of giving more than the minimum requirement 
(pass) course in any of the subjects - a humdrum and uninspiring 
outlook for both instructors and students.

1 am afraid that 1 do net see the point in the argument 
It certainly works both ways.

(4) 1 cannot reply to the fourth argument until 1 know the 
substitute plan for ensuring a proper training ir. English. 1 
would point out , how • ve r. that all students not having advanced 
certificates in English {Senior Matriculation) are required to 
take a course in English Expression.

(5) The Faculty has not yet ruled upon the standing of the 
examination results for the options of the Third Year. It is 
understood, however, that there is no distinction in this regard 
between the obligatory and. optional subjects. 1 will be inter
ested to know how you propose to deal with this natter. It must 
come up in any scheme.

(o) In Toronto there is a combined Arts and Medical course 
[V.8c. .'}») which will occupy seven years in the new course. (4 in 
Arts and "6 in hedicine ) and which required an Honours Matricula
tion certificate for entrance (Calendar p.180). Arts graduates 
without certificates in the Pre-medical sciences would have to 
take six years for the medical degree ; with these certificates, 
five years.

Under any scheme it is inevitable that graduates of the 
usual Arts course (who have not taken courses in the pre-itedioal 
sciences) must take practically the whole of the prescribed 
medical course. Until 1 see your substitute plan, 1 cannot 
very well answer this critioiam mere fully. In Toronto we will 
naturally make every concession we can to attract Arts graduates 
to the medical course, even to the extent, perhaps, of condensing 
the courses of the first three years into two years in cases 
where this is possible.

The six yciar course as outlined at Toronto is intended to 
encourage schools and colleges to raise their standards so as 
to secure for their students credit in the courses of the 1st and 
possibly of the 2nd year.

1 may add that the replies to your criticisms have beon read 
before a meeting of the Heads of Departments hero and although 
not official in the ordinary sense, they were approved hy the 
meeting................................................................................................. .........

hi
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MCGILL UNIVERSITY, 

MONTREAL.Physiological Laboratory.

November 21st, 1919*

I
Dear Sir,

With the permission of Professor MacLeod I take the liberty of 

sending you a copy of a Proposed Announcement to Medical Students at 

the university of Toronto. The Announcement deals with the first 

three years of the six-years curriculum as now arranged in that 

university.

ihe arrangement o± the six-years curriculum both at Toronto 

and at McGill seems open to serious criticism.

an appended note animadverted upon certain features of the Toronto 

policy, which is selected for criticism solely because Toronto 

to have pushed ahead of McGill in laying out precise plans for a 

curriculum of the type agreed upon between the two universities, 

buch details of the McGill scheme as are known to me are also 

c ommented upon in the same note.

I have therefore in

seems

M.B. Por reference it seemed necessary to number the first 

few paragraphs of the Toronto Announcement, though the paragraphs of 

the original text do not carry numbers.

Yours truly,

JCLA-X .



The student of Medicine is reminded that during his years 
of study he is preparing himself to enter a profession which 
presents manifold and diverse aspects. ITo prescribed course 
of study of practicable length can by any possibility fit the 
student for all of the special careers which the profession of 
me di c i ne off o rs .

The Curriculum provided by the Faculty of lie die i ne is 
designed to furnish a framework of knowledge and technical 
skill which will adequately equip all students for the general 
practice of medicine and its branches, the time allotted for 
this purpose, in every subject of the course, being well in 
excess of that required as the minimum by examining boards and 
Universities in this and other countries.

The six years curriculum,however,also provides for the 
student filling in and amplifying his regular work with special 
studies that are designed either to broaden his general educa
tion, and therefore make him better fitted for the practice 
of medicine, or to enable him to undergo, in certain of the 
subjects of the curriculum, a somewhat more intensive training 
than is essential for all students, so as to prepare him for 
some particular type of medical career. To enable the student 
to accomplish these purposes a number of hours of optional study 
are prescribed, the precise subjects of study being largely 
left to the students' choice. It is, however, expected tha 
this choice will not be aimless, but made of set purpose an 
designed to some particular end.

f)

.luring the .first year only a limited number of optional 
hours are av ai la ole. The student, who, upon entering the 
paculty of Medicine, is unfamiliar with scientific methods of 
work and thought, is advised to utilize these hours in acquir
ing thorough familiarity with the prescribed subjects. The

3)

2) It will be of decided advantage to the student to form 
some conception of the general type of medical career which he 
desires to follow at an early period in his course. This is 
particularly so when laboratory investigation (and teaching), 
hygiene or psychiatry, is thought of. This choice should be 
made with great care, and only after a thorough investigation 
of the work involved. But it may he pointed out that it would 
not handicap a student if he should decide after trial of 
type of course, to change to another.

one
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rec oram ended:

English,
History,
Scientific French,

(or Scientific Sen.an,
*-v*v'«cnatics (Itecomended

nature which are avail- 
foil owing are especially

2 hours,
2 hours 
2 hours 
2 hours
for students of Group 34)

the
la, lb,
la,(

is at the second yearthat t will be 
t who contemplate a career

choice wvn Jfuching),_hygie e or psy- 
schedule for t"ie second an4 i ^;iG prescribed regular
the subjects necessary for a + u'Trn*''CarB adequately covers all 
duc tory medical sciences there pounding in the intro-
time in which thus® ntutip1B a csrtain amount of extra 
wish to enter some "special "field decjded that they
ed to fit them to that end 7’ Cf“a } extra courses design- 
courses in general ’nowl^riL J\ *n, v/,ncV; other students may take1» whatever"”^ œsful «* vaille
their life work. It sÆ i, ,mcî tnBy afterwards find
regular uric optional ec’edSlee ill ' un<Wr®te0« the
ultimtelv be no hardship ÏT are^so arranged that it will
elected some special course s^ouI^-a ’ nistakenlH
other direction ’ £i 0udu decide to proceed in so.
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A. In preparing for General Practice; the student should 
remember that his profession will "be at'least as much a "branch 
of social service as of technical scientific practice and that 

number of occasions in his career he will likely "be
I

upon a
called upon for advice and guidance in matters in which not 
only his medical skill and knowledge will he involved, "but also 

ethical and economic factors, a right understanding

gyl
soc ial
of which will often enable his services to "be very much more

The student of this category is therefore urged toeffective.
utilize a substantial proportion of his optional hours of study 
in acquiring some measure of knowledge of the leading principles 
of ethics and economics, including sociology. Optionals may 
be profitably chosen from among the following subjects:-

Second Year. Any of the optionals of the first year also: 
•English, 2a, (2 hours)
•History, 2a, (2 hours)
•Political Economy (Economics), 16, (2 hours)

(2 hours)•Philosophy, 3,
•Ps3rchology, 4 & 5,
Chemistry, 7, (Physical chemistry) 
Phys ic s , 4 , 5 , 14.

Third Year. Any of the optionals of the first two years also:
Political Economy (Economics & Sociology) 28.29 (2 hours) 
Philosophy (Logic & Theory of Method) (2 hours)
History, 3a & 4a, (o hour's)
Additional work in any of the Ledical Sciences 

of the first three years.
Practical Dietetics (Household Science) (2 hours for 

15 weeks)
Sanitary Engineering)
Sanitary Chenistry, )

During each of these years every student must elect as 
one of his optionals at least one of the subjects marked with 
an asterisk.

3.1. In preparing himself for Internal Eedicinc & Surgery 
the student is recommended to equip himself as thoroughly as 
possible in the Introductory Hedioal Sciences. He is therefore 
urged to choose the bulk of his optionals during his second 
-and third years from subjects of this character. He must 
ever, also elect during both years, one of the asterisked subj
ects indicated above. Optionals may profitably be chosen from 
among the following subjects:

Second Year

how-

Chemistry, 7, 9, 16 
Physics, 3a, 3b, 7, 25 
Comparative Anatomy (Zoology 4 & 5) 
Additional Anatomy 
Auditional Histology & Embryology 
Any of the subjects detailed under the 

Second Year of Group A.
Additional Biochemistry 
Additional Physiology 
Chemistry, 4, 10, 19, 20 
Any of the subjects detailed under the 

Second & Third Years of Group A.

Third Year

ft, I

2



-n oraer tassist the student in making a correct choice 
oi optional subjects, a student-adviser lias "been appointed for 
each year. Every student is required to submit to the adviser 
a lis -, of his proposed studies and his time-table, and the 
written approval of the adviser and the consent of the Faculty 
_.ouncil will be required lie fore the student's registration will 
be considered to have be completed. It is understood that any
coherent plan of stud d gned by the student for a particular
a?d. in be lligible purp se w 11 be approved, but courses of 
study which appear to be manifestly unsuitable, and for his 
choice of which the student can fusmish no adequate explanation 
or excuse, will not be approved by the adviser.

4
xhe student who.designs subsequently to devote himself

hit*elf wito a of rog'am YEed .tVÇUip

second Yctir Philosophy, 4 (Psychologb
Chemistry, , b“

to

« tiflAlioh'Additional Physiology “ S 
Additional Biochemistrv 

(To be amended)

aspects of his work and be Abnnipo*xmcal ana social 
sitology, of the structure, habits an^ron*of Para“

arsss ssm
Zoology (Parasites) )
Zoology (Insects) ) - Bioln^v q 
Chemistry, 7, 9 biology, 9
SUtt™ r”giVerinr>! See calendar of the 

‘*nivUry demis try )Faculty of Applied

Bacteriology
Protozoology
Auditional Biochemistry
statistics (Actuarial Science 2)

Third Year

Science, p.71.Third Year

4-•; n-YTTY^ ^hnuld^rr^ ia^nSi û caroer of Laboratory lnves- 
d^^ipR t ^ dvd by the requirements oTTSTTfcIcTIn 

a- '1- trdv in 0 and should choose his subjects of
fC ln C0ru erence with the adviser and the head of
yÂ n*.representing the subject in which, he ejects to
tt- h0,1?}! interested. The student is reminded, however, 
rn^Li1- •0f la*?re-tory research, mathematics is be-

\ -acidly increasing importance and he is strongly 
ay-yc.1 acquire a knowledge of elementary calculus and of 
statistical methods. he must also elect one of the asterisked 
subjects of Group A.

STUDEiiT ADVISER.
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5
CRITICAL MOTE OÎT THE FOREGOING 6Y 0. TA <77

----oOo----
PRELIMINARY R?2 JUUS :

In the Toronto Sc none no to : -
(1)

that non-eciontific cultural subjects arc entirely under 
the control of the Arts Faculty;
that every student is compelled to take at least five 
options during the first three years;
that of these options two must be subjects which belong 

entirely to the Arts Faculty, e ,g. English Literature, 
Political Ec ono; y, Philos ophy ;
that besides the two Arts subjects three mors must be taken from among the subjects classified as the Preliminary Medi

cal and Fundamental medical Sciences, (including Mathematics)
Under the present McGill Schedule note:-

That a non-faculty teacher teaches English. Medical students 
can hardly be expected to exult in the prospect of drill in 
English; attendance at the English class and discipline there
fore suffer from the beginning.

Suppose the teacher at the end of the tern finds it neces
sary to plough 50 per cent.of the students; they make an out
cry, members of Faculty intervene, the teacher climbs down - 
he can scarcely do otherwise - and the main object of his appoint
ment is defeated. The position of this teacher is a very dif
ficult if not impossible one.

The matter comes to this. Either English instruction (i.e. 
spelling, grammar, composition) is absolutely essential, or it 
can be dispensed with. If it is absolutely essential, then it 
must be thoroughly grappled with and put on a proper basis.

CRITICAL EXAMINATION OF TORONTO SCHEME.

(2)

(5)

(4)

(1) 3y common admission the six-years course at Toronto and 
at McGill, was instituted partly because of defective higher 
school education and partly because the old five-years curricu
lum was becoming overburdened. Toronto signalises the addition 
of the extra '/car by adding two non-medical, higher cultural 
subjects to the curriculum. From trie educational roint of view 
this is "eye-wash" and cannot make up for the want of a good 
training at school.

(2) Paragraph 2 of the Toronto Announcement is twice self
contradictory:- (i) Row can a student "at an earlv period in 
his course" make "a thorough investigation of the" work involved" 
in hygiene, psychiatry or, let us say, in pathological labora
tory investigation? (ii) If it is "of decided advantage" to 
the student to rake an early choice, how can it be that he suf
fers no handicap by a subsequent volte-face? (This last contra
diction is no accident, for it is repeated in paragraph 5.)

!
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U Apparently the rain business of a in >,c ^.,_ +
y-îar (see Announcement Para.b ) ^ s, L^-îi L 
scientific methods of work and t'.1-rZv+fd,u^1+rise4.vatj-
grasp of the prescribed (scientifiefa-,VT*0U?n 
ready know these mode rate lv weii" J oi.ould he al~
gn8ck and vrric in - _-i v .} ■ ;v-/ ^^ ^nvisec*. to learn to
have r,o?nted =S?m* ?OOTi”oi^ r- 1
in a cl— -rd h' lo uut t'tlu unless ac can speak and write ÎLVt^^oï^i^i^?t^S2Sa Wified for

u) i-v/o highly objectionable 
Toronto and in ^ , features, inherent both in the
vent Qualified vIV ;1 îc/ieLies> viz- thut they tend to -re- 
couraffhlhuih-ifÎ? RraduatOB from suturing lisfiicina, and dis-
tooueht out risLheL 09 -ne part °f the “SB schools, 1 have

jo) Suppose a second-vear or 
to be a general practitioner 
an cl Political Economy 
plough bin in bot

& third-year student, desiring 
selects, let us sa;r Philosophy 

as special subjects; the Arts Faculty 
ouajects. What year is he in then?In

(c) The fact stated in Para.l.
prescribed course of study of "P°

(b) The time-table difficulty - think of the complications due 
to. tje necessity of fitting in medical wit a Arts closes
oTcour^r °f the «^leasiono duo to posomoc^’

(a) The difficulty of effecting an appropriate choice at an
El Since-

(5)_ The effort, so conspicuous in the Toronto scheme 
pro y -0.3 op •„ icna* courses of study to meet the different bent

Zïïfïl “e-?oiiou?m°=cnÏÏL^kon;îl!13 4t 16
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■Cop y.

13 T'orhor. Gardons, 

Oxford, Fug.. 29/o/l9 ,

To the Bean of the Lcdic^.l Faculty, 
I-cr-ill College, 

near General birhett
:

’ Tho situation is this - heGill sinply^
4. -ff0Ta to fall behind other first-class schools in the 

devclogent of r.odern clinics in tedicine, S«rBery,.*»a in 
Obstetrics and Gynaecoldgy. 'rc\i condloions 
noet which it is essential to have sympathetic ana active
operation of University and hospii VL&.

: e die a 11 y j ont real occupies a unique position - .
vrit’-o record of arlcncUd xforlr, and tv;o of the oeav equipped_ 
hospitals on the Continent; hut a nevz departure is needed w^uch 
Y/ilï involve change cf heart as to Methods, etc. ana a reali
zation of the full responsibility of the hospitals^ _
It is their lob quite as 1 :ucn as t oat of tne uai'Z.aXuy , and 
the ciTnïcs sho'.'.lci be under t’-e control of noth boaics jointly.

^ .■- "to c C ted !L& ! n -
(l) The establishment of two clinical cards, one of the i 
t'e other of the B.V.H., to control al arrangera : ..s re la 
*0 tve }-os-h fal side of the University vrorlc. mo principal, the Resilient oFSuchXL.itul, with two nollogiate and two hôpital
rewreaentatlveo to tarn each Sourd, b'iIca vosld -"<

would control the appointiiC.- uS of ^ - ;u(.o of

to
co-

a school

in this natter.

.II.

independent end
U'l(2°1TheCciinics:a. 80 - 100 beds in each hospital for each 
nodical and uurTioal clinic . b. An out-pat len^dspar «ran u 
associated with each. c. Ample clinical laboratory f^cilio
d. Specific budgets for each clinic.

(8) Personnel: a. Professor in charge of each cl^ic, ap^ 
pointed“b7 the Clinical hoard or by an adraioc Coxi.it -en«^d 
bv then for Vie purpose. A whole-tine nan, or ift-ougr.o yi-. r,
largely so. Salary .‘,10,000-paid partly by Tn ^ tine
partly bv the hospital. b. As^ta:as, vanole and p-rt tme, 
named bv the Professor and appointed, >y the Clinicd -o^do, 
Ÿ.'itlf sâï" ries ranging frar-i 83000 to §1000 . _

■ inr The complete control of the teac.ninr oi 
î'e di ci no ancTSurgery would be in the > an tic of the two._3'^~|~-0~- 
in each subject. Others would receive clinical proiotsoxs^ h 
and help in the ward and other teaching.

(5) The Obstetrical and Gynaecological Clinics could no 
organized on similar linos in connection with the hospitals ana
the University paternity. .

( 5) ghxov; the appointments open to the best men available. 
Three things are necessary to carry out such a scheme :

(A) Realization on the part of all concerned that we are at the 
parting of the ways and th t a new deal is a necessity.

(3) A self-denying ordinance on the part of men at present m 
charge, and ^ .

(C) poney - for which an appeal should be made to the public. 
Possibly the Rockefeller "Board night help, but this is a 
citizen's affair which should appeal to, all who are anxious 
to see il ont real keep in first rank as a radical centre 

Y ours sine erely,
( Signed) Wti0PJJ3R

(4)

X
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January
Fifteenth
1930.

Or. o-eorge S. Armstrong, 
^20 -lountain Street, 
Montreal, ..ue.

IDear Dr. Armstrong:-

I have much pleasure in enclosing
copy of a letter addressed by Professorherewith a

Meakins to Mr. Am. Oirics, to which reference was
made in our conversation last evening.

Yours very sincerely,

. i
Enel. Acting Principal.
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MEMORANDUM
IN REGARD TO THE SIX YEARS 

MEDICAL COURSE.

m The following statement has been adopted by the Fa
culty of Medicine and the Council of Laval University :

i
8 Laval University, Quebec, April 1917.

McGill and Toronto Universities have agreed and made 
known that after 1918 their medical courses shall he given 
in six years.

This decision seems to have been settled upon after a 
mutual understanding, and after notice to other Univer
sities to which the move might be of interest.

Without a doubt, such a transformation of the medical 
curriculum requires a mature discussion following 
plete study of the subject ; and it cannot be overlooked 
that not only teaching bodies but also licensing bodies 
throughout the Dominion, v.g. the Provincial medical 
boards and the Canadian Medical Council, very likely 
had an opinion to express on the matter. These Boards, 
according to the report of the third conference of Cana
dian Universities were notified of the change after it 
had become an accomplished fact.

Queen’s University of Kingston has already protested 
and set down, in the memorandum published in Decem
ber 1916, that this decision is of a high importance and 
should not have been arrived at in a hurry. Queen’s

a com-
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complains that the facts have become known only upon 
inquiry of the Dean of the University. Laval, though 
without official knowledge, her representatives not being 
present at the 3rd meeting, knew that such a course would 
he adopted.

Our Faculty thinks it advisable to take advantage of 
this discussion to define the situation clearly as far as the 
preparation of our students is concerned and to decide the 
value of preliminary education in relation to the study of 
medicine.

There are two main reasons brought forward to justify 
the lengthening of the medical studies, viz. : 1 ° That edu
cation preliminary to the study of medicine does not oc
cupy sufficient time and has not the proper scope ; 2° 
That the modification will conciliate the medical curri
culum of the Universities with the program of the best 
medical teaching bodies in the United States. To come 
to that end, McGill and Toronto Universities establish a 
year of applied science and a few lectures in languages.

We arc agreed with Queen’s opinion that both these 
propositions should be very carefully studied before it is 
agreed that the first is true and that the second is desi
rable.

Let us first make plain our status by showing what is 
required in Laval University to obtain a degree of B.A. 
B.S., or B.L., or even the so-called Inscription, which in 

means more than the matriculation of someour opinion
English speaking Universities. And as a preliminary let 
us be allowed to expose the principles of our system.

The Doctor in medicine, by his profession, occupies an 
elevated rank in society and his part in life is important 
and difficult. His education therefore should prepare him 
for high functions, and as a necessary consequence, 
his intellectual formation should be of a high general or
der, and in no way restricted or hastily specialised.

No doubt this fundamental and general culture must 
include some scientific training, but we hold that a large

i
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place should he reserved to the study of Languages and 
Literature (Humaniores Litter<r) and even more to that of 
Philosophy and History. Hence, in Laval, the following 
disposition of the studies preliminary to that of Medici-
ne.

TEACHING

Our examinations for the degree require eight years 
of High school and College (classical) studies : Languages : 
French, English, and Latin, 6 years ;
Sciences, 2 years, covering : 500 hour lessons in Philoso
phy (in Latin), 480 hour lessons in Mathematics, 180 in 
Physics, 75 in Chemistry, 40 in Botany, 40 in Astronomy, 
25 in Mineralogy, 30 in Geology, 30 in Zoology, 10 in Ar
chitecture.

10 Greek, 4 years.
8

CI

EXAMINATIONS

Every candidate to the Degrees of B.A., B.L., B.S., or 
for the Inscription undergoes two sets of written examina
tions, the first in Letters (Languages and Literature), after 
Rhetoric, (third last year), and the second in Sciences 
and Philosophy at the end of his course.

Both these sets are made up of two series of examina
tions on Collegiate or University subjects.

The Collegiate examination papers are corrected and 
appraised by professors of the classical colleges in which 
the student writes, on subjects defined by the University, 
viz. : for the examination in Letters : Precepts and His
tory of Literature, Geography, Universal history, His
tory of Canada.

For the examination in Science : Chemistry, Astrono
my, and Natural History.

VI
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The University examination papers are corrected and 
appraised by a Board of University examiners and cover 
the following subjects : In Letters : French-Latin, La
tin-French, Greek-French, English-French. Freneh-En- 
glish, translations, and literary composition.

In Sciences : Philosophy, Mathematics, and Physics.

CLASSIFICATION OF CANDIDATES

Candidates whose notes average 66.6% in each set of 
examinations are rated Bachelor of Arts, B.A.

Candidates whose notes average 66.6% on the first set 
of examinations and 50% on the second are rated Bache
lor of Letters, ILL. Candidates whose notes average 
33.3% in the first set and 66.6% in the second set are rated 
Bachelor of Sciences, B.S.

Candidates whose notes average 33.3% on both sets 
have the Inscription.

It should be noted that this Inscription is accepted as 
an equivalent to the preliminary examination of the Royal 
College of Surgeons, London.

This Inscription is equivalent in theory, to the matricu
lation of the English Universities, as a matter of fact it 
means more preparation.

We therefore can hardly see the necessity of forcing the 
student to another year of sciences, when in his medical 
studies he will be put through lessons and practical work 
in Chemistry, Biology, — including Embryology, Hysto- 
logy, Bacteriology, Compared Anatomy and Physiology, 
Botany — and Physics in connection with Physiotherapy, 
Electrotherapy, and Applied Physiology. After his course 
of studies, he has the theory ; in the Faculty of Medicine 
he will find the repetition of the theory and its immediate 
application.
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Our course for the degree of Bachelor is sufficient to 
prepare the student for the higher scientific studies and if 
not, let the fault be remedied by improving the prepara
tory not the higher course.

It would be an error to mix up with the medical studies 
scientific preliminary work which is wholly independent 
and must be considered only as a preparation. This 
new curriculum is nothing but a catchy and factitious 
arrangement in which insufficient preparation would be 
remedied by the lengthening and complication of studies 
already long enough.

Let things stand as they should : scientific preparation 
in the colleges, medical training in the Faculties ; let those 
whose preparation is insufficient modify it and correct it.

To alter the actual system would lead to confusion 
in the work of the different departments and the useless 
repetition of the same work for the students.

McGill and Toronto propose the possibility for the 
student to obtain a degree of B.S. Such a degree, in our 
University, can only be obtained after a course of eight 
years, and not before the age of twenty as an average.

We should have to combine scientific and medical 
teaching, which method though accepted in some Ameri
can or Canadian Universities, is by no means, desirable in 
our opinion.

If the course in medicine is to be lengthened to six 
years, it would surely be better to give all this new time 
to medical work, but the five year system hardly yet in 
force, seems to be giving very good results and should be 
fairly tried before being discarded.

This six year system, on account of repetition, would 
deprive our student of a full year which might well be 
given to medical work, and it should be carefully noted 
that our University year is of nine full months.

It is useless to insist on the other reasons put forward 
by Queen’s ; they are not without importance, and some

l



deserve due consideration, as, for instance, the inquiries 
being actually conducted 
cine, and the necessity of improvement in hospital faci
lities.

We want to make plain that our students going into the 
study of medicine are 
would be for them a serious drawback to lose precious 
time in useless repetitions.

Let actual and well proven methods be seriously ap
plied, more precise and more complete, but let also teach
ing bodies, as is necessary, have a certain free margin in 
matters of detail.

In short, we understand the importance of the length 
of medical studies : it is the principal factor in the raising 
of the scientific level of the profession.

But as important, if not more so in our eyes, is the ques
tion of the length and nature of the preparation for the 
study of medicine. The doctor in medicine needs first, 
to prepare him for serious medical work and to allow him 
to fulfil properly his part in life, a deep and general cul
ture.

We should therefore sincerely inquire whether he shall 
find it in the hasty specialisation of his work in the High 
School and College, or rather in the more general form of 
classical studies. This is, in our opinion, the true, the 
pressing, the vital question, and we believe that our sys
tem furnishes the most reasonable solution in providing 
the sound preliminary training necessary to the eleva
ting and sustaining of the intellectual standard of our 
profession.

preparatory studies to medi-on

sufficiently prepared, and that it
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Sir Andrew Hacphall, 
216 Peel Street, 
Montreal.

My dear Sir Andrew:-

Thank you very much for your 
memorandum of the 28th of April re medical courses.

On the-evening of the day on which 
you wrote it the Council of the Medical Faculty- 
decided not to make any change in the courses for 
next year.

There is no doubt whatever hut that 
the former decision re two pre-medical years and 
five medical years „ras taken too hastily and that 
due consideration was not given to all the issues 
involved. Medical education everywhere seems to be 
in the melting pot and we must not allow ourselves 
to be stampeded. I fully agree vifch you that the 
curriculum at McGill should not be influenced in 
any degree whatever by the regulations of the 
Medical Council of Oklahoma, U.S.A.

Ever yours faithfully.

t-mmm61
'mm

.

pmi
■ mn

I

Principal.

lies mam
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Memp on the te aohin» of medicine, arising from the 

meeting of the Medical Faculty, April 26 th, 1923, 

by Sir Andrew Macphall.

This meeting wig the first occasion upon which the proposal

was definitely put forward for seven years attendance in the

university as a condition for- graduating in Medicine. On previous

occasions the subject was discussed with reference to two "pra-
efr- nUit c*~

medical years," five years professional study,oneA "hospital 

At the meeting of April 26th, a final decision was sought 

by a formal motion by the ^chairman or the Educational Committee, 

that two years attendance and study in a college be exacted as a 

condition of entrance upon the study of medicine. The term 

"aollege" was defined as a corporation entitled to grant degrees 

in Arts, that is, a university.
■5>

This motion, if approved, would have abrogated all present 

regulations for admission to the study of medicine. These con

ditions of admission are at present of various Kinds. They are

"/Senior matriculation"

year.*

defined in the Calendar of 1928 - 2,3 as,

examination accepted by this university. »"for ne Theor

outside examinations so accepted are set forth in the Calendar of 

1921 - 22, and no regulations have since been made to prevent their

acceptance up to the present t ime.

These examinations are of the most diverse Kinds, and are

At the meeting herein referred to.described under 19 categories, 

the proposal to close all these avenues of admission, and substitute

1
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an absolute two yeans attendance at a •college», makin* seven 

yeans in all, encountered so mu * opposition that no vote was 

taken, and the meeting adjourned.

The Faculty at this meet In» confined itself to its sole 

function, as set forth in the "Plan for _reo"ganizat ion, " dated 

15th December 1921, and appnoved by the university in June 1922,

S3

This function under Section 4 is merely »io discuss. • 

Section 5 "final decision* rests with the Council.

Under

Accordingly

it is now competent for the Council to accept the motion of the

Educational Committee irrespective o** any discussion that 

have taken place in the Faculty, and remit their decision for 

approval by the University.

Tp to June 1922, the present Council was the faculty. 

Previous to that date the Faculty was composed of 18 persons, 

mostly heads of departments with three members ex off1cto. Upon 

that date all officers of instruction and lecturers we we added, 

increasing the members of’ the Faculty to 97; but the present 

Council was made nearly identical with the forme" Faculty.

This Council at the present moment is composed of

may

17 persons

5 are not gradua tes in medicine; 12 have neve" practised 

medicine ; only 2 practise general medicine, 1 practises sur-re"y;

of vhom

and 2 practise specialties. Of the Council only 5 members were 

present at the meet in» of Ap"il 2®fh, and the "erra inin^ 12 will be 
to'^Tke a "decision* without having heard the "discussion"free

in the Faculty. Of the Executive Committee of the Council only 1 
raembe" was present. *2> /K< z ?

Cc^—^ *>

* ?Wx*. ^

_ '. à
,v.;
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The Eduoat tonal Committee, whioh formulated the proposal for

residence In the university, first met on the 9th February

"calling for +wo pre-
seven years

1920, when the chairman presented a scheme, 

medical years after matriculation, four years of medical study, and

At a meet inr on February 26th,year residence in hospital." 

the proposal "was finally agreed upon; all members commented favour-

one>

ably."
To the Executive Committee on March 20th 1920, this discussion 

On motion of Dr. Whitna.il and Dr. MaoTavgart It was 

forward to the Faculty with the approval of this
was referred, 

accepted^and "sent 

Committee."
The old faculty on Ap-il 8th, 1920, considered the proposal, and

"the resolution was approved."

The Corporation on May 19th, 1921, "accepted the principle"

For another 18 months the subject wasof the seven years course.

under consideration, and at the opening of the sessions of 1922

In *he meantime a new situation1+ vas presented to the Faculty.

The Faculty ris not now a small body composed for

It, had been enlarged to
had developed.

the most part of technical scientists, 

include nearly a hundred of the teaching staff In medicine, and this

was Its first meeting. .Apart, from members of the Council, no member
. .. ». A-^»«-—"'fF

of the ? acuity, ventured to give any opinion, although the Principal
<■

besought them to offer their ideas freely, "so that no one might 

go away feelin^ he had not stated all that was In hls mind."

During the present session of 1922 - 23 the whole problem has 

been profoundly considered individually by the teachers, 

opposition grew steadily, and rulminated at the meeting of April 26th,

The
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*hen the différence of opinion ras go manifest that no decision 

wae ventured upon.

It is submitted in this memorandum that the opposition to 

the 7-years ocurse -vas go renewal and so sincere, although ex

pressed with modesty and reticence, that the proposal should be 

At the meet in t it received no defence even f-r*om the 

Chairman who proposed it o~ from any men be" of the Education 

Committee present, 

responsibility fo" it.

It is not the present Intention to state in detail the 

argument against the 7-yeare course, but the following observat
ions are offered:

abandoned.

Indeed the Chairman openly disclaimed any

I.The proposal had its origin in a meeting of various interests in 

Chioaro, which was attended by two member a of the Faculty.

Arne-lean matriculants f"on the preparatory schools in the United 

states were found to >3 so ill educated, and the schools so in

adequate, that some academic attendance in the university 

side red necessary.

The

was con-

In Canada the Collegiate Institutes are quite 

as good as the average American University, and final students

from these Institutes ara as cell cualified as Graduates from those 

univers it les. The educational conditions in the two countries are

entirely different. This was no* fully appreciated by the old 

^acuity, and the proposal naturallv received a strong support

f"om the members who ara o-naduates of American Universities.
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Institutes and. Colleges which2. Many of the Canadian Collegiate#

do not confer donees ^lve a coarse whi* la quite equal to the

first two years in some of the Canadian Universities.

the final certificate from some of these schools have viven

^or forty

years

entrance to the second year of McGill Arts Faculty without further 

examinât ioné.

he compelled to enter the first year of some Arts vacuity, and 

provision Is made for those who educate themselves privately.

Under the 7-yea~ proposal all such students would

no

5. At the meeting in the autumn of 1922 eleven separate references 

made by speakers to the necessity of comply in" wl+h the re-

to meet the needs of American

were

vulitlons In the United ctates,

student In the Faculty costs the University

This donation to

students. Fvery

2400 dollars in addition to the fees he pays, 

the education of American students should he considered suffi ? lent

without wrest in* the Faculty from its immediate obligation to 

meet the conditions of Canadian students.

4. in no country In the world, except the United states, is a 7-years 

course considered advisable.

Men *ho5. A 7-years course will demand an outlay of 7000 dollars.

could pay 4000 were strained to pay 5000; some managed to pay 6000;

The medical school will then be thefe r can pay 7000 dollars, 

presents of rich men.

Even an especial Intellectual selection is useless without a

This process of selection is a vicious one.

correspondin'? selection of teachers.
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7. So man who le rich enough to spend f years In the university lg 

likely to return to the country district a to practice. The 

s^ren'vt.h of McGill has always been In the country practitioner. 

When he la no longer of McGill then the school will have perished.

It is alao a matter of pure surmise that the school can ever de

velop into an institution of abstract scientific medicine, even If 

that rare desirable.

Physicists, botanists, zoologists, and ahemlate are prevented 

by their very excellence as eu* from entertaining correct opinions 

upon the study of medicine. To them these subjects are each an 

end In Itself, a stock In hand, a finished product. To the physician 

they are merely a means, a ra* material, useful only so far as they 

serve in ' is p-XK'esslon, - useless unless he can use them. A 

physician ml** be a perfect botanist, zoologist, and physicist, 

ly th t re*' perfection his value as a physician would be destroyed.

3y too prolonged arv' detached scientific study a man loses 

his aptitude for medicine, jus* as a firmer -*0 attends an agricul

tural college loses his aptitude for farming and becomes a professor 

of farming.

<?.

It fould appear impossible to find any Solution by the present 

For more than three years the Council and Its
)ù,

met' od of enquiry.

Committee has been engaged upon the problem, and the best they can

They are unable to decide what 

At tie first touch of reality
do is to propose a 7-years course, 

is *-.o be done with years 1, 2 and 7. 

the whole fabric of "hospital year," and "pre-medical years" come

dome. They have not agreed what subjects shall be taught, how, or

Finally, they are mistaken in their doctrine o^ "the basisb'r whom.
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of medicine is not in physics and chemistry.The h is isof medic In©.0
That basis is, .as V has always been, in the human body, with

the means of study.and physiology and therapeutics asanatomy

this proposal in the country amongst 

be handed over to men 

laboratories and hospitals, 

or how lonv the course is, or what it will cost.

There is consternation overJi. 8-
Thw fear the school maythe graduates.

Theywho never see beyond their o,rn

do no* know what,

is that the teaching of 

To lengthen the 

To conform with

The su wrest ions of this mas or and ®a
with increasing knowledge.medi>lne must change

course without changing tie system is no remedy.

arbitrary licencin'* arrangements is no remedy.
régulât tons imposed upon it by legislators

At present th«l

school is fettered by
1, to mIlnt-.tr. the, p-lvUo">a of tire profasaion.

moment is to consLder afresh
whose chief concern

business of the School at treeThe
Th.e”e is no evidence that sixwhat its future policy shall be.

even five yea-s is the correct period of undergraduate
it present constituted

ye i"9 or*
is quite certain that a Council as 

is by 1*s very constitution incapable

Itstudy.
of solving so Intricate a

problem.
definitely abandoned this would be 

wisdom and not upon
If «-he 7-year proposal vers

the moment to formulate a poll y based upon
erv

exp cd 1 en cy^tm itation. 

his ideas in writ in*, 

for* the Medical

Tve**y teacher should be called upon to or.fer

who will assemble early in June
The

The graduates
Association should be called in*o ocr^'ence.

should, be asked to sendthe ones most concernedstudents «ho are
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Instructed delegates.

be ended.
/*

Constitution and freedom is the 

the problem with any surety of

In no other way can the present confusion
^ a CVh/uW^-C. ■/

This confusion is unusual. McGill by its happy

only University that can approach

The first question is not 
how lon'v shall the course be, but how mu * shall be taught.

success.

i
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Maroh
Twenty-first 

1921

||
Br. D. . „ Mackenzie,
624 Sherbrooke Street yest, 
Montreal,

f

Hear Br » Maokenaie:- -r»

Thank you very much for yournote of yesterday.

for the great est ^posslhltiœeaaera ÎTÏÏE&S? 

aaosr.st our teachers and others concerned in the 
success of our Medical School. That such success
p 11 eome 1 atB too muoh of a Canadian to doubt
for a moment.

Most cordially reciprocating yourgood wishes, I am,

Stsr yours faithfully.

Principal.
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DAVID W. MACKENZIE, M. D. 
624 SHERBROOKE ST.WEST. 

MONTREAL. -
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March
Twenty-first 

1921,

Dr. A. Howard MacCordick, 
131 Stanley Street, 
Montreal,

.

Dear Dr. MaeOordlok:- 1
I thank you very mu eh for your

note of yesterday.

I Relieve that it is possible to 
make McGill the greatest Medical school on this 
continent and one of the greatest in the world.
By great I do not mean great in number of graduates, 
but in the quality and character of the 
turn out. That, we shall reach our objective I firmly believe, but it can only be reached by all 
of us working wholeheartedly and unselfishly to
gether.

I

men we

Most cordially reciprocating your
good wishes, I am.

Ever yours faithfully,

El«SS

i
.• >. -

’■«.g
■

j

iPrincipal.
!

i
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w V I was a youth our family clergyman told me of 
serious moral dilemma which once confronted him 

in the course of his pastoral work. A poor widow 
in his congregation had an only son, a ne’er-do-weel, who had 
run away from home, joined the Army and been drafted off 
to India. To the mother, a virtuous woman and faithful 
church attendant, the boy and his welfare was the one consum
ing interest of life. The clergyman received a communication 
from the commanding officer of the son’s regiment stating that 
the youth had been killed in.a drunken brawl; the letter ended 
with a request that the news of his death might be conveyed 
to the mother. This duty was performed by the clergyman, 
who, however, had well foreseen that the widow would im
mediately ask how the son met his death. “Do you know 
what I told her?” he said to me, and the smitten look upon 
his face as he spoke indicated how far he was from priding 
himself on his answer. "I told her that he had been killed 
in action.”

This incident stuck in my mind. While doing post
graduate work in Berlin, I one day accidentally ran across an 
old school companion, X, whom I had not seen for years. 
X had left school to take Arts and Divinity; I had branched 
into Science and Medicine: in this way we had lost sight of 
each other. An unexpected reunion in a foreign city was 
naturally a pleasure to us both. I was invited that evening 
to X’s rooms (holding a post-graduate. scholarship he was

The Cultural Value of a 
University Medical Curriculum*

BY

John Tait, M.D., D.Sc. 
(Professor of Physiology, McGill University).

* In a recent after-dinner speech the author gave a summary of the views set forth in 
the present paper. As the summary was perhaps too condensed to be clear, this more ex
tended statement is now circulated for perusal.

p M
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studying at the university of Berlin). There, the conver
sation having drifted towards ethical questions, I told the 
story of the minister and the widow. “That man did wrong,” 
said X; ‘he deliberately took the responsibility of deceiv
ing the woman, and he had no right to.” 
no mere

X’s standpoint was 
lifeless echo of authoritative moral teaching. As he 

expounded his attitude one could see that it was the outcome 
of a long and "studied consideration of similar issues, and, fine 
straight-minded fellow that he was, one could not but respect 
him in his unhesitating verdict.

Not long afterwards that same evening X suddenly turned 
to me and said : “By the way, you’re a medical man. Tell 
me, how is it that a drunk man sees double?” The question 
seemed such a trivial one that at first I was uncertain whether 
it was seriously put. Perceiving that he expected a formal 
answer I pointed out the probable explanation, which how

ever seemed to leave X cold. “But,” he remonstrated, 
“I fail to see why the drunk man should not see three images, 
or four, or even a greater number still.” I explained to him 
how one could by experiment settle-that the number of im
ages depends upon the number of eyes possessed by the in
toxicated person. “Look here,” persisted X, “it is a case of 
progression from one to two, is it not? Well, mathematically 
speaking, two may be derived from one in various ways, for 
example by arithmetical or again by geometrical progression. 
In any case why should there be a limit? Theoretically 
speaking, the drunk man should surely see an infinite number 
of images; that is my point.”

It was useless to reason with him or to suggest that he 
probably stood alone in the assertion that a drunk man does 
actually see more than two images of one and the same object. 
After some further discussion I began to perceive how matters 
stood with X. He had had the originality to note that the 
double vision of a drunk man involves a problem worthy of 
inquiry. Whether he had confused the issue with that in
volved in the multiplicity of self-images that one sees when 
placed between two large, almost parallel, mirrors, as e.g. in 
a restaurant, I am unable to say; but in his mind he had con
structed an apparent answer to the question, which, being 
his own solution, now meant more to him than even the 
premisses from which his reasoning started.

2
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As has already appeared, to X the essence of a lie is the 
intention to deceive, and deliberate deception was abhorrent 
to him.
could evidently do a thing which to a scientifically trained 
individual counts among the lowest of low actions, viz. exalt 

figment of the imagination, something culled from the inner 
recesses of the brain, above simple accredited facts. The idea 
of committing an intellectual falsehood had obviously 
meaning for X. «

As I went home I pondered over the curious fact that 
when we were at school years before we could interchange 
ideas on common ground ; at that time X understood me and 
I understood X. Since then we had been subjected to two 
different intellectual disciplines with the result that 
thought processes were now strangely different, so different as 
to preclude any extensive community of outlook. X had 
unwittingly revealed to me what appeared to be a great want 
in his mental furniture. Had I in turn unconsciously betrayed 
to X some equally important lacuna in my educational equip
ment?

A et this fine straightforward type of humanity
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With this introduction I shall put the question : What, 
in a wide cultural sense, is involved in the training under 
present university medical curriculum? Is it sufficiently 
liberal? Are we medical teachers warranted in the hope that 
the graduates we turn out will prove themselves men of edu
cation who will do us credit and not bring us into disrepute 
by some unfortunate oversight in the scope and range of their 
training? I am the more tempted to put the question having 
recently heard from more than one mouth the remark that the 
present-day medical man is one of the worst educated of

our
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any
professional class. The question would seem to require a 
considered answer.

The subject matter of the curriculum may be taken under 
four separate headings.

A good scientific training is far more than a training in 
useful knowledge. It instils some degree of intellectual 
honesty. It develops at once power of criticism and power of

I

1. THE SCIENTIFIC SIDE.
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generalisation. It helps to teach the value and bearing of 
evidence and powerfully aids in imparting a detached 
subjective, judicial attitude in face of all the conflicting 
“idols of the mind.” It has this important distinction from 
a law training, that it tends to scout rather than to foster 
authority in the formal sense.

All sciences are not equally valuable as instruments of 
training in developing the best and most comprehensive form 
of scientific outlook. It will save discussion if I refer the 
reader to the illuminating exposition of cultural values in
volved in the study of the individual branches of science, as 
set forth by Herbert Spencer in his introductory book “The 
Study of Sociology.” Spencer there points out the inherent 
defects of a scientific training which is limited to any single 
related group of sciences. The physical or mathematical 
sciences preeminently teach the value of experimental evi
dence and give a feeling for the various influencing “condit
ions” that modify the course of objective phenomena. The 
descriptive or classificatory sciences, inasmuch as they deal 
with static phenomena, provide a training in ideas of order, in 
the marshalling of innumerable facts into coherent system. 
The biological group is especially valuable in that the facts 
brought under review are far more complex than those envis
aged in the physical or mathematical sciences.

Bearing these issues in mind one may unhesitatingly 
affirm that the university course in medicine is superior in 
its scientific range to that required for qualification for any 
professional career whatsoever. Nor is the training at any 
point a superficial one. On the biological side it is wonder
fully thorough. A physicist might object that his quarter of 
the field is inadequately covered, but only if he closes his eyes 
to the existence of the long course in physiology, followed by 
that in pathology and in pharmacology. On the classifi
catory side the medical curriculum might seem at first sight 
nadequate; one must keep in mind however the bearing of 
the systematic courses in microscopic and in macroscopic 
anatomy, in pathology, in medicine and in surgery. Had my 
friend X had a course in anatomy or in chemistry he would 
have learned to recognize a fact as a plain fact.

non-
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Hitherto I have spoken of science on its purely intellectual 
side. It does have its human side, in this case not special to 
itself, but not for that reason overlooked by a good teacher. 
When we feel tired of things in general, “fessi rerum” as Virgil 
says, a scientific book is the last resort for relief from ennui ; 
on such occasions, when the times are felt to be out of joint, the 
purely intellectual can rarely minister to the mind fatigued ; 
on the other hand the biography of scientific men may sup
ply the want. The biographical history of science is a story 
of human endeavour, of triumph over difficulties, of inventive
ness, of constructive originality. In this particular regard it 
is on all fours with that of any great branch of human interest 
or activity. It matters not whether, we study art, religion, 
philosophy, law or ethnology, the history of the man who 
achieves is essentially the same. There is the same driving, 
all-consuming interest, the same eternal fashioning, creating 
spirit which fills us with reverent wonder and informs us of 
the divinity in man. On this question I need say no more 
(cf. Schuster’s British Association presidential address, 1915) 
except to point out the (for teachers of a biological subject) 
opportune parallelism between this thing and the growth- 
impulse as seen in fix ing organisms. Handled with discrim
ination, instruction in science may on occasion be used to 
inspire glimmerings of reverence and humility of spirit.

2. THE CLINICAL TEACHING.

gf*.
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The task of the clinical teacher is even more complex than 
that of the teacher of the preliminary sciences and makes a 
new demand upon his range of culture. Nevertheless—and 
this shows the infectious and self-propagating effect of true 
education—the devotion to their work of the clinical as com
pared with the more exclusively scientific staff of medical 
universities has often enough been conspicuously prominent. 
The clinical teachers, to be efficient, must be permeated with 
the scientific spirit, but they must have something more, and 
it is this more that sometimes supplies them with much of 
their fervour.

"

prmâ
On crossing over from his purely scientific to his clinical 

studies a student passes from a region in which phenomena 
are considered objectively to one in which the subjective comes 
largely into play. He has to deal now with his fellow man, not
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merely as a thing composed of connective tissue, of muscles 
or of endocrine glands, but as a thinking, feeling being, with 
brothers, sisters, parents, with a wife and children perhaps, 
with an occupation, a “job” to keep, with financial and other 
worries ; altogether presenting a host of complexities which 
never disturb the Olympic calm of the chemical, anatomical, 
physiological or pathological laboratories. Plunged suddenly 
into this welter of drama and of tragedy the student is keenly 
responsible to the compelling interest of the novel phenomena 
and may find it difficult to keep his head amid such distrac
tions. The clinical teacher, alert to the psychological situa
tion, has the duty at once of quickening and of steadying the 
sympathy of his pupils.

While the first demand involves no serious drain upon the 
teacher's time, it is none the less vital. It is met largely by his 
attitude and behaviour towards the patients and by the degree of 
his interest in their psychological environment. I was once 
present at a surgical clinique of a world-renowned German 
professor. The clinique took the form of an operation-demon
stration. Four cases that required trephining had been col
lected in the theatre. Before No. I was put under an anaes
thetic his symptoms and physical signs were brought under 
review. Induction of anaesthesia begun, his case was further 
discussed, a prognosis not too hopeful volunteered, and the 
projected operation described. The remaining patients mean
time showed interest to the extent of their respective ability, 
the operation being performed in their full view. And so on 
in turn. Having been trained in a British hospital, I did not 
go back to this clinic, but, on subsequently learning of the 
barbarous attitude of some of the medical officers in charge of 
prison camps in Germany during the war, I called to mind 
that these officers may have been students under just such 
teachers, in which case they had at least the justification of 
high example for their conduct.

Modern educational outlook is characterised chiefly by 
a greater reliance upon the provision of adequate environment 
with correspondingly less insistence on the spoken didactic 
word; an increasing degree of faith in the natural tendency of 
the mind to grow of itself is the keynote of the change that has 
of late taken place in educational thought. Long ago in the
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Scottish universities an admirable system of “dispensary” 
training for students was evolved. After some initial exper
ience in hospital work the men are attached for a period to 
one or other of the various dispensaries throughout the uni
versity city. These are partly consulting offices for walking 
patients, and during consulting hours a qualified teacher is 
in charge. Requests for home medical visits are also lodged 
at the dispensaries and these calls are answered by students, 
who, having a fairly free hand and bearing responsibility to 
the extent of their own confidence in themselves, are yet with
in reach of expert advice. The patients, who live in the 
slums, are poor, often the veriest outcasts of humanity. The 
close contact with these social wrecks which is involved in 
medical attendance infallibly works a revolution in a student’s 
mind. First of all comes the unexpected discovery that his 
patients have the same elemental affections, display the same 
(or even greater) goodness of heart, show the same response 
to any act of attention or of kindness as members of the social 
grade to which the student himself belongs—in short that 
they are out-and-out human. Next in turn comes a spon
taneous realisation of the inner content of the phrase “Judge 
not that ye be not judged,” along with a feeling of perplexed 
and indignant surprise at the indifference which inquires not 
into these social conditions. This is education in a high sense ; 
so far as the universities are concerned it demands only a par
ticular organisation ; the educationally precious thing is, lam
entably enough, the social conditions themselves.

But we have followed our student too far along his 
clinical course, and retracing our steps we must speak of the 
steadying action of the teacher’s discipline. Were it not for 
the objective interest in disease the profession of medicine 
would be nerve-torturing to the point of impossibility; in this 
objective interest the practitioner finds a strong antidote to 
depression. Partly for this reason the considered expenditure 
of energy of the clinical teacher is all directed towards deepen
ing the channel for the original impulse given by the early 
scientific teachers. The acquired knowledge is now shown in 
its application, the acquired habit of mind displayed in its 
instrumental power. On this subject I need say little more, 
for we are once again in the realm of objective scientific teaching.
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In the preceding evaluation of the part played by the 
clinical teacher in medical education I have drawn attention 
to the more complex character of the material handled by him, 
and to the wider demands thereby made upon his general 
education. This seems to me necessary for more than one 
reason. I might perhaps specifically refer to the inade
quate conception sometimes entertained by the early scientific 
teachers of the problem of education as it presents itself to him; 
nor is the clinician at all times tolerant of the more J

narrow
but sometimes justly assumed outlook of the scientific teachers. 
Team work is never at its best unless the individual members
composing the team have a reasonable conception of the rôle 
allotted to the other participants.

Under the influence of a well-conducted curriculum the 
pupils come to realise that medicine is a growing, advancing 
thing; they derive too a certain sense of the possibilities and 
lines of direction of future advance; furthermore—and this is 
vital—they obtain some comprehension of the integration 
and complexity of the medical organism as symbolised in the 
different departments of the university faculty, and are brought 
to see that advance in treatment depends as much upon pro
gress in physiology, pathology etc. as on advance more direct
ly referable to the activity of the clinicians. It is a great in
itiation into the greatest of all departments of organized pro
gressive research.

The succeeding two headings fall rather under the medical 
curriculum of the future than under the average existing curric
ulum. We have however to assess as best we can the trend 
of developing events. )3. PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAINING.

jIn spite of the variety and extent of work on brain 
physiology the physiologists are coming to recognize that 
their methods touch merely the fringe of the problems pres
ented by brain function. Physiological training is of itself 
inadequate to deal with the subject (in this connexion com
pare a recent pamphlet by C. S. Myers of Cambridge). Mean
time the psychologist, aided at need by the technique of 
physiology, has opened out a field of medical research of defin
ite value and of even greater promise. More especially during

8



the war the psychologists have entered the domain of medicine 
and cured cases of injured brain function by methods exclus
ively psychological. Confronted with such cases the time- 
honoured physician of our acquaintance was perplexed and 
at a loss, his training affording him no point d’appui. It 
is hardly correct to dismiss the problem here presented on the 
plea that cases of abnormal psychology are numerically neglig
ible. The farther the psychologists proceed with their med
ical work the more is revealed the prevalence of unsuspected 
cases of abnormal psychology, which are yet amenable to 
appropriate treatment. Seeing too that the modern trend 
of normal psychology, whether purely introspective or experi
mental, has shifted definitely towards the study of problems 
of immediate and vital interest to medical men (cf. e.g. 
Drever’s “Instinct in Man"), problems once handled by 
members of the medical faculty under the title of "physiology" 
(cf. Unzer’s or Alison’s “Physiology"), the time has arrived 
at least to consider whether the medical student in order to 
have an enlightened view of human conduct and behaviour 
should not undergo some instruction in psychology.

J

4. PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.

The case for the wider study of this subject, which has 
grown up and been organized in considerable measure apart 
from university impulse or participation, is so completely 
proved as to require almost no comment. The problem of 
raising an Ai army from a C3 population can be handled as 
little by our present type of medical graduate trained exclus
ively in methods of treatment as by the scientifically raw pol
itician interested chiefly in methods of administration, 
ventive medicine is not to be envisaged as a thing simply of 
drain pipes, of ventilation or of vital statistics; it is medicine 
on its administrative, i.e. its wide social side. Concerning 
itself with pre-natal and infant welfare, with the welfare of 
the school child, with the problem of physical culture equally 
with that of infection, with all the larger questions of social 
environment in its influence upon health, it can be 
adequately taught only when the instruction is brought into 
relation with existing organisations dealing with some of its 
various branches. A large subject, handled largely (on one
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aspect it links hands with the present embryonic but actively 
developing school of social service), preventive medicine in
volves a discipline of eminently broadening and activity- 
quickening quality.

Our survey complete, let us now ask how such a statement 
can be made as that the medical man is one of the worst educat
ed of any profession. The only possible answer, apart from 
uninspired or clumsily organized professional training, is that 
his pre-medical education has been defective.

THE PRE-UNIVERSITY EDUCATION.s
I. LANGUAGE.

The great cultural element in the pre-university educa
tion is linguistic study. By this is implied not necessarily 
acquaintance with the classical languages, but primarily and 
principally a formal study of and some command over the 
native language.

Consider the question simply in relation to vocabulary. 
Each new word added to a child’s vocabulary stands for a 
mental advance. A very young child soon comes to apprec
iate the meaning of words like my, run, sit, stand, hot 
etc., and can use them correctly to fit the corresponding 
experiences. It requires some thought and perhaps some 
acquaintance with baby children just to realise the complexity 
of experience that attaches to appropriate use of even such 
simple words as my or run, and to appreciate the value of 
the symbolism involved. Helen Keller records as an epoch 
in her life the discovery that every object has a name. By 
his early teens a child has acquired three vocabularies, a 
speaking, a writing, and a reading vocabulary. They largely 
overlap, the most poorly furnished being the first, the most 
extensive the last. Each item in any one of them speaks for 
a complicated experience. As vocabulary grows in numerical 
extent its units grow in range of significance. Select a simple 
word like blood and consider the vast range of associations 
that is gradually built up around this word in the course of a 
medical curriculum. The same kind of process, relating to a 
multitude of words, goes on steadily throughout school life.
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On another aspect language study is grammar, and gram
mar is logic. The formal study essential for correct use and 
appreciation of the mother tongue is a highly complex thing, 
demanding close and concentrated attention, calling into 
play the subtlest regions of thought. Even Faraday, as a 
bookseller’s apprentice, in preparation for his unsurpassed 
experimental career found it necessary to devote hours of 
leisure to the study of English composition.

The grammar of one’s own language is not usually suf
ficient to develop an adequate logic. G. H. Lewes points out 
in his “Biographical History of Philosophy” how disadvant
ageous it was to the Greeks in developing their philosophy to 
know only one single language, their own. So carefully hidden 
are the pitfalls in words that the Greeks repeatedly blundered 
where their successors the Romans, with less inherent apti
tude for this branch of inquiry but knowing both languages, 
were shielded against the errors of their more able predecessors. 
So it is that we learn our grammar best by comparative con
trast with a foreign language—and by far the most effective 
for the purpose is Latin.

For a future student of medicine Latin of course has a 
special claim to attention on the vocabulary side, and so for 
that part has Greek, but the special quality of the Latin lan
guage as an instrument for conveying thought involves a mental 
discipline hard to be extracted in equivalent measure from 
another tongue. I can well remember the effect of my first 
introduction to Latin at school. Having as yet studied no 
foreign language and arguing presumably from the relation 
between the English tongue and the variant Scottish dialect,
I had concluded to myself that (allowing for considerable 
complication of detail in view of the time consumed in such 
study) to each letter or to each sound in an English vocable 
there is a corresponding equivalent in a foreign language, 
that, in short, translation into a foreign tongue involves 
essentially a process of transliteration of vocables. The very 
first contact with “mensa” and its string of inflected cases, 
the first look at the paradigm of a Latin verb, dispelled for 

this puerile hypothesis and cast a new light upon the 
subject of language. Had the first studied foreign language
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been French or German my a priori conception might not 
have died such a sudden death.

While Latin provides a superior discipline in the logic of 
expression, its place can be taken by other languages. The 
aim is, by whatever means, to gain understanding of and com
mand over the native language.

There is no need here to discuss language on the literary 
or artistic side. Linguistic study is the one invariable essential 
for entry into any advanced sphere of intellectual activity 
whatsoever.

Should anyone accustomed to deal with university ex
amination papers have a lingering doubt as to the merely 
logical training involved in the formal study of language, let 
him think of those cases in his experience where grammatical 
construction is consistently loose ; the ideas that struggle for 
expression are at the same time invariably found to have been 
inadequately apprehended. Even the thought behind the 
ungrammatical language is lame, and it cannot be other
wise. The bad grammar betrays a feeble sense for the ele
ment of precision in such lectures as are heard or in such books 
as are read; and just as a primary “sensory” aphasia immed
iately and inevitably produces a corresponding defect not only 
on the “motor” but on the intellectual side, so inability to 
appreciate clarity of lecture-room speech is mirrored in the 
obfuscate thought displayed in an examination test.

2. MATHEMATICS.
The subject of next importance in the preliminary train

ing is mathematics. One frequently hears the view expressed 
that mathematics is a science. Such an assertion however 
betrays an inherent misconception ; mathematics is primarily 
and fundamentally a language, that particular language, 
namely, to which we have recourse when expressing relation
ships between things on the quantitative side. It is admitted
ly of more limited application than the wider and richer 
symbolism ordinarily denoted by the word “language,” but 
is just as necessary within its own particular sphere.

As evidence that mathematics is a branch of study differ
ent from science one might point to the history of develop
ment of the subject. Mathematical procedure and principles
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were well understood and codified before the scientific idea 
had found adequate formal expression. Meantime mathe
matical reasoning had over and over again- been applied with
out avail to the elucidation of subjects falling within the 
purview of science (one overlooks here isolated instances of 
success, as in the hands of Archimedes, Gallileo, Kepler). In 
the case of these unfruitful applications the mathematical 
principles invoked were unimpeachable; the breakdown 
occurred owing to inadequate comprehension of the inherent 
nature and possibilities of mathematics. When Newton in 
his early twenties, after inventing the differential and the 
integral calculus, expressed the opinion that such intellectual 
exercises are unworthy of the serious study of a philosopher, 
he incidentally emphasized the distinction between the purely 
mathematical and-the scientific, which last involves the 
painstaking accumulation of accurate numerical data, obser
vational or experimental. Modern textbooks of dynamics 
in which the constant g (acceleration due to gravity) is intro
duced without any account of its experimental history, or in 
which the principles of hydrostatics are mathematically 
handled without reference to a single carefully conducted 
experiment, by implication tend to perpetuate a mediaeval 
and erroneous conception of the place and function of mathe
matics. It must always be kept in mind that the physical 
experiment as such has no place or abode within the domain 
of mathematical system; the mechanically planned, physical 
experiment is the new thing that has so vitalised modern 
inquiry into the facts and operations of Nature. At the 
same time mathematics is the language par excellence in which 
these facts and operations can be expressed.

But, it may be objected, even granted that mathematics 
is not a science, it is equally not a language, because of its 
peculiar function as an instrument for arriving at truth. The 
distinction here suggested between mathematics and language 
breaks down on examination. Let the reader consider the 
following phenomenon, which must have fallen within his 
experience on more than one occasion. Some new chain of 
reasoning, let us say, has passed through the mind. It appears 
sound enough while in its first inchoate form. So soon how- 

it comes to be set down on paper it is shown up in a
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new light. Either the steps of the argument follow in logical 
order or, what is just as often the case, the formal process 
of translation into successive syllogisms betrays an unsuspected 
gap in the thought connexus. Only when we have taken the 
trouble deliberately to set down each step of our reasoning in 
formal language do we have the satisfaction of knowing 
whether it will stand the test. Thus language just as much 
as mathematics is an instrument for arriving at truth. The 
statement, so often on the lips of paedagogues, that there is 
no better way to learn a subject than to teach it, derives its 
force simply from the fact that teaching imposes upon the 
teacher the necessity of translating his thought into rigorous 
language.
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vT- Holding a place of secondary importance in comparison 

with linguistic study, mathematics is an essential pre-requisite 
for the understanding of any so-called “exact” science. Its 
sphere of useful application coincides especially with the realm 
of scientific phenomena (it is for this reason that it tends to 
be confused with science itseL). 
physics and chemistry, which sciences cannot proceed without 
the mathematical language, so a medical student must have 
acquired a certain facility in using the language before attend
ing a university course in either of these two basal sciences. 
Physics and chemistry are not the only pre-medical sciences 
for understanding of which mathematics is a help. The 
tendency is for the so-called “natural” sciences (zoology, 
botany, geology, etc.) gradually to become experimental and 
then to require mathematical expression, and we can already 
observe sufficient signs of this general tendency in biology.

:

s

As medicine is based on

Just as a business man engaging a clerk has a right to 
expect of any applicant a certain minimal mathematical 
knowledge (to the extent of ordinary school arithmetic), so 
teachers of the pre-medical sciences are entitled to ask that 
their students should come to them with a certain degree of 
manipulative skill over algebraical and trigonometrical 
formulae. Physics and chemistry can then be better taught, 
the physiologist and pathologist in turn reap the benefit, and 
the standard of precision is raised throughout the curriculum.

14



WHAT IS OUR POLICY TO BE?
A significant development has recently begun in medical 

education in Great Britain. A few weeks ago the Scottish 
universities decided to raise the standard required for entry 
into Medicine to that required for entry into a Scottish faculty 
of Arts or of Science, which last standard has long been high. 
Hitherto the preliminary standard of education required for 
Medicine has been low throughout Great Britain. The 
English medical universities will no doubt follow the Scottish 
lead, in which case the grade of preliminary qualification 
demanded for entry into Medicine will be raised throughout 
the length and breadth of the country.

Considering the mental demands made upon a student 
in the course of a medical curriculum, inefficient preliminary 
preparation is a drag all along the line. The medical teachers 
may be of the best, but this will avail little if their examin
ation standards have to be lowered to suit an inferior and 
halting grade of intellectual equipment.

The preliminary education is a pre-stage; it involves 
questions which are best understood and can be best handled 
by an Arts faculty. The assumption of such duty by a med
ical faculty implies want of faith in the educational curric
ulum pursued elsewhere in the university; it not only tends 
towards antagonism between faculties, thus destroying co
ordinate university spirit, but it incidentally drives away from 
Medicine the very men who should by every means be encour
aged to enter the curriculum, viz. the Arts graduates. There 
are unfortunate cases, e.g. where great spatial separation 
exists, between the Arts and medical faculties of a university, 
in which a medical faculty may be forced to take on the duty 
of providing adequate pre-medical education; even then a 
sufficient linguistic and mathematical grounding must precede 
the serious study of science.

Lastly, let us consider the matter wholly on the adminis
trative side. If the average standard of high school education 
in Canada is not as yet sufficiently advanced to allow a boy 
to pass straight from school to the study of the pre-medical 
sciences in a university, it follows that the Arts faculties of 
the various universities must receive their students in an equally
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unprepared condition. The Arts faculties have under the 
circumstances to supply at present to their first-year students 
what is after all only higher school education ; and the accommo
dation in an Arts faculty of medical students as well is simply 
a question of extra space and of extra staffing, there being no 
question of additional laboratory equipment. And here 
comes the crux of the question. If the preliminary non- 
scientific instruction necessary for Medicine is handled as a 
thing by itself, in advance of the scientific education, the 
better higher-grade schools are provided with a strong induce
ment to strive to send forward their prospective medical 
students sufficiently prepared to dispense with the additional 
year or two years in Arts. Should however a medical faculty 
decide inextricably to intermingle preliminary non-scientific 
with pre-medical scientific instruction, the more deserving 
schools are to that extent discouraged, for in these circum
stances no amount of higher linguistic and mathematical 
training can save a university year to such of their pupils as 
wish to s'.udy Medicine. When one considers how vital it is 
for the universities to give encouragement to the schools, one 
realises what a fatal policy it would be, and how harmful to 
the best interests of national education, for a medical faculty 
to embark upon a hybrid type of curriculum.

November ioth, 1919.
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1* There shall he two continuous servioes, each with an 
Attending Surgeon in Charge.
In addition to the Attending Surgeon in Charge the Staff 
of each service shall consist of :-

Attending Surgeon or Surgeons.
société Surgeons.

Assistants in Surgery.
Junior Assistants in Surgery.

The number of Attending Surgeons, Associate Surgeons, 
Assistants and Junior Assistants in Surgery shall he 
determined by the Medical Board.
These appointments shall be made in accordance with the 
present Bylaws governing the appointment of Attending 
Surgeons, Surgeons to the Outpatient Department, assistants 
and Junior Assistants respectively.

• Each service shall be composed of an Indoor and an Outdoor
_ ,, . Department.In the Outdoor Department the two services shall be in charge 
on alternate week-days and either szl Attending or an Associate 
Surgeon shall be on duty at each clinic.
5hf principle of continuity of care of the patients shall be
maintained by admiselon and discharge to and from the Indoor 
and Outdoor Departments of each service,

5« The Surgical Staff shall have regular meetings at least 
a month.
The Chairman of the Surgical Staff 
Teacher in Surgery in this Hoip ital
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In the Outdoor Department the two services shall be in charge 
on alternate week-days, and either an Attending or an 
Associate Physician shall be on duty at each clinic.

The principle of continuity of care of the patient shall be 
maintained by admission and discharge to and from the Indoor 
and Outdoor Departments of each service.

1. There shall be two continuous services, each with an ^tending 
Physician in Charge.
In addition to the Attending Physician in Charge, the Staff of 
each Service shall consist of

Attending Physician or Physicians.
Associate Physicians.
Assistants in Medicine.
Junior Assistants in Medicine*

These appointments shall, be made in accordance with the present 
Bylaws governing the appointment of Attending Physicians, 
Physicians to the Out-Patient Department, Assistants and Junior 
Assistants respectively.

e number of Attending Physicians, Associate Physicians, 
ss1stants and Junior Assistants in Medicine shall be determined 

by the Medical Board#

Each service shall be composed of an Indoor and Outdoor 
Departments

2.

3#

Your Committee has studied the three reports and the Substance 
of the general discussion of the Mediae.! Board at t meeting on February 
6th. 1923* and submits the following plan 6f reorganiz ation:-

SUBSICAI SERVICE:-

OFMEDICAL AIM) SURGICAL SERVICES.

REPORT OF CCI HITTEE OR R30RGAÏÏT 2A TI CD
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(2)

5. The Mediael Staff shall have regular Meetings at least 
once a month.
The chairman of the Medical Staff shall he the ranking 
teacher in Medicine in this Hospital.

CONSTITUTION OF THE MEDICAL BOARD.
All member of the Attending Staff above the rank of Junior 

Assistant shall have a seat on the Mèèical Board.
The Medical Board shall meet at least twice a year#
The Gouncil of the Medical Board shall consist of the two 

Attending Physicinns in Charge, The two Attending Surgeons in Charge, 
the Gynaecologist, the Orthopaedist, the Ophthalmologist, the Oto
laryngologist, the Urologist, the Pediatrician, the Neurologist, the 
Dermatologist, the Pathologist, the Radiologist and the Physiotherapist, 
and the Superintendent of the Hospital.

The Council shall meet monthly.
The Council shall have such duties as at present appertain to 

the l-edigal Board.

(Signed) Alfred T. Bazin

Convenor#
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1 ' t

THE COUNCIL.

ihe Co Line il snail consist of the following Members, -

Chenistry and Physics.-PO.. The Professors of Biology.
2. The Professor of Anatomy,
3. The Professor of Physiology 
$l*»TB»opfofossor of Bio-Chemistry
5. The Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology,
6. The Professor of Hygiene,
7. The Professor of Pharmacology,
8. The Professor of Medical Jurisprudence,

MMBEfEFFiSSNHSEE:,
it.shall he responsible to the Council-and shall ref or 

all questions to that body for final decision.

the(?LS?7ri^\ 4f tïe diversity shall he the Chairman of 
these if ^-is. agence, the Dean. Should neither of

* t"ae f'-10-lr B:*all he taken hy the Senior Member.

Sga"1e P .yhh'03^ £-“ least three times during the 
Session, at the call of tnc- Principal or of the Dean.

THE FACULTY.

The Special Committees shall he,
1. The Committee on Appointments,
** • Such o tnc r special c omit tees as may from 

time to time ho doomed necessary.

The Standing Committees shall he,
1. The Executive Committoo,
2. The Education Committee,
3. The Library Committee

Prom these tliere shall he selected Committees
(a) Standing,
(h) Special.

É1*

________________________________________________________ ________________
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who at the sane tine9. The titular head of hedieino
shall he Chief of Clinic in one Hoopitca. _

10. The Chief of Clinic in hodicine in the other nospiral 
who shall at the sane tine have full Professorial rank,

titular head of Surgery, who at the sans tine
shall he Chief of Clinic in one Hospital,

12. The Chief of Clinic in Surgery in the other nospital, 
Yfho at the 6fame tine shall nave fill nrofssso^.ic-1 -i-.nn,

15. The Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,
14. The Professor of Oto-Luryngology,
16. The Professor of Ophthalmology,
16. The 2*5an, and the Assistant Dean

the above list.

’

h'-vt11. The BS
:

'

if not included in

—oOo----
(1) The Dean of the faculty shall oe the C*;.aiman of the 

Council and in his absence tha Senior xenoer present,.
(2) The Council shall neet at least four times during me 

frequently if decnod necessary, at the call
of the Dean of the Assistant Dean. ^ T1 „ , ,

(5) The Council sliall be the Executive of vas *acul«y and
shall conduct its business.

Session, or nore

STAHDIHG COII-ITTEES.
The Executive Connittee shallI. The Executive Conmittes tie «^pointed \;y '"'Cfounci 1, &tk1 sh.&ll co:isisu oi, . Do&ii*

the Assistant Dean (Chairman) and three others of its iiemeere.
at the call of the CnairmanIt shall hold weekly meetings or 

as frequently as nay be deemed necessary.It shall transact all the business of tie j.-acuity exc-^.t t^iat 
which is concerned with appointments, or whicn Bay invulvs a 
change in any policy of the Faculty. , .

Tha Executive Committee sliall be responsible to tae Council
It sliall also prepare the busi-&nd shall report to thsub body, 

ness for the ordinary meetings of the Council.
2. Tlie Education Coimittes : This ComrJLttes slia.ll consxst 

of ton members,to be' cliosenTTfob amongst tha members of the 
Faculty. It sliall meet at least once every fortnight and snail 
consider such matters as may be referred to it by the Faculty, 
the Council, or tha Executive Committee.

It sliall report the results of its deliberations to the 
Faculty and shall prepare all the business of the meetings of 
that body.

.



0%r Special Coiaaittecs: These s2iu.ll he appointed by
faculty the C ùhcix, or tiro Executive Comr.it tee. as 

occasion rear arise
0O0*

■
■

I

The Committee on Appointments: This Coraalttee si .all 
consist of the WxâcijaT,"’tins Bean., the Assistant Bean, and 
two other Members of the Council, chosen by the Principal.

These two laehbers s2ia.ll he changed from time to time, 
according to t2ie nature of the appointment to be made.

This Committee shall have the poorer to recommend to the 
Governors Cor appointment, all full professors, heads of 
depart ms fit s.

It eMail, after consultation with the heads of tho different 
departments, recommend to the Governors ail other appointments 
down to and including Lecturers.

All appointments oelow the renie of Lecturer shall Le made 
~-y tire Council’on the recommendation of the head of the depart
ment concerned.

iv>::v
m

• v: ‘Sÿi:

If

SPEC 1AL COIL II TPLJ2 5.

3, The Library Committee : This Committee shall consist 
of not more ^-^T“s even ‘ nenhor3,
the Members of tho Faculty, It shall consider all matters 
pertaining to the Led!cal Library and shall report to the Facull

to be selected from amongst

%
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if acuity of iMriUrmc, Srtëill luiucrfiity. 
Scan’» ©ffitc,

December. I.4.th,..1921...........Suntrcal.

Sir Arthur Currie,

Principal,

McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur,

Bending down half a dozen copies of 

the proposed plan of reorganization of the Medical Faculty, 

This is completely revised and

passed by the Faculty at its last meeting and is now 

forwarded to the Governors for tb.eir approval.

Yours very si ncer»l:r,

I am

brought up to date and

was

'ùijgjI

Ase/i étant Dean . z

so

'
it____________

1
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L'odicino there shall he twoFrom amongst the Teachers in 
officially constituted bodies

1. The Faculty,
11. The Council.

From these there shall he selected Commituvcs,
(a) Standing,
(b) Special.

The Standing Committees shall be,-
i. The Executive Committee, 

ii. The Education Committee,
■ iii. The Library Committee, 

iv. The Building Committee.
The Special Committees shall be,-

Such Committees as may from time to time 
be deemed necessary.

THE FACULTY:
1. The Fa-culty shall consist of Emeritus Professors, and all 

those llem.bers of the Teaching Staff having thu rani: of Professor, 
Associate, Assistant, or Clinical Professor, and Lecturer.

2-. The Principal of the University shall be the Chairman of 
the Faculty and in his absence, the Dean. Should neither of these 
be present the Chair shall be taken by the Senior L'ember.

5. The Faculty shall meet at least three times during the 
Session, on dates to be chosen and published in the Calendar, or 
at the call of the Principal or Dean.

4. Its function shall be to discuss oil natters pertaining to 
Education (graduate and undergraduate studies; general educational 
policy, including methods of teaching; curriculum, etc.)

5. The recommendations of the Faculty shall be referred to 
the Council for final decision.
E COUNCIL:

The Council shall consist of the following members,-
1. The Senior professor of Botany,2. The Senior prufussor of Zoology^-
3. The Senior Professor of Chemistry,
4. The Senior Professor of Physics,
5. The Professor of Anatomy,
6. The professor of Physiology,
T: The Professor of Biochemistry,8. The Professor of Pathology and Bacteriology
9. The Professor of Hygiene,

; v;

_________________________________
1
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professor of ^™^0%|^prudence,l0 The
111 The professor
If ïho ?Sulr.r1ho-d1of,i:0cUoino, nho at the saw

*. susses :h0
15. Jtotttito head of SurEery, whoatrtte sane true shOl e-

Th"hChioffof1ClinieninrlSureery in’the other Hospital, who 
tine shall have full Professoric.1 r^n-, 
of Obstetrics and Gynaecelegy,

tine shall he

16 .
at the sane

17. The Professor ^
18 The professor of Oto-Laryngology,
|g*l SS E”n°?n"the if not included in the

above list.
------ oOo-------

- sha.ll be the Chairnan of the Council 
the Dean.

(I) The Principal 
and in his absence,

(2) The Council ^^^^"pubUs^d'ln^hfcSSnSS, 
trA°nJ?tSt immmi the Assistant Dean.

Executive of the Pa.culty end(3) The Council shall be the 
shall conduct its business.

STAHD1HG COil.!TTEES :
, . 0 p-rmnittee: The Executive Connittee shall be 

appoint edby the consist of,
S11tshall°hold°weeklynôe ting s, or,at the call of the Chairnan 

as frequently as nay be ^th^hu-ïre ss^of * the Faculty except thatIt shall transact all the business involvc a
which is concerned with jppointnon ,
change in. any policy of the ^curtb V-sensible to the Council

The Executive Connittee shc.ll bo r . prepare the business
and shall report tc that body. It sh.ll ds 
of the ordinary neetings of tne Council.

shall consist of not loss 
Council fron anongstThis2 . Tile Education thG

than seven nenbers, to bv c.ppemxo - j 
the Lcnbcrs of the Faculty.

of not less than seven 
anongst the Lenbers of3. The Library Permittee, shall Co ns is 

nenbers, to be selected by the Council ir-J
the Faculty.

4. The l^dtor^mitt^ shnll consiat^i^not
nenbers, to be selecteu ey xho c.unc _ pedical Building ana
Sj! Sî^rSSÆÏ6Absent under construction.

than five

SPECIAL C01I. IT TEES:

Special Connittees nay be
Council, to deal with such special questions as my 
tine to tine.

appointed by the Faculty^cr^tho.

cOo--



*** RB^IBEMBHTS FOR THE DEGREE of B. So (Med) As'lIOff PROPOSED.

two'of th!°follo£i^0 sri;etl0ne iR Iicdlca-1 Course in any 
Hiatolo^v? ShÜTn?? 6ubj?cts: Anatomy (including Embryology and
Thettwo^aub 1 ecte XasientPd10Che lsîry’ Pharmacology and Pathology, 

wo subjects selected may e termed the minor subjects.

(b) High standing in another of these, subiects (which aav be
’ °;otelned in eLLkmUoMa

m the final year of that subject in the course to the M I) .xaminaUo". demanding a much wider and more thorough wiedge ’

liÏÏLTdVnSZ eub!^.ted of the 3“ tc 2=«S* 

speoiaï^pî^t^ne^^^I^e^jelir^^eero^ln^true^îen

”i*L!"nA-0ne 01 î*ï,e ?ow »rOTlde<i for in the eouroe for toe
« which h?;hU i SlYen b? the ataff ln the Department concern, 
•d, which additional courses should involve not less than two
»andPd “:,lddhh hTB- Jhes* raay 'oe «1™ *» tho fïrî? t"°»f that subject in the undergraduo.te medical

, . If the candidate for the degree selects bicchenistrv as his major subject, he oust, tp qualify, have taken honour 
ing m the examinations in Chemistry of the Second Year

The Candidate lor the degree should have a reading 
knowledge of French and German, and his general attaimlnt- 
as shown by his record in the class lists! ^thf^S^ate 
medical course must be distinctly above those of the
oLuuenv,

year
course.

stand-

average

ion inItheafou?th°vfl^dnrUXthSt the nmfoer of hours of instruct- 
ar?anred for i^ cnnSL^ m® SeTen Years’ Medical Course, so far 
yeJa-MdfïheJe"fo?e?iVschedule in ar.y of the
in the time table to teat year foAtS ,^ ?r0vl310n can be made
ion in An^tnmv Ph>r= ^ tiae special courses oi mstruct-
aa naior quhipnt w °§3l0chenistry, when these are taken 
as major subjects sy candidate for the degree.

derree cL^b^iw^d^d aRain "De urged that* if the h.Sc.(Med.)
t0 students in course for the M.D. degree

nrnno'rti nn of J? ’ e re<iuire:aents outlined above, a considerable
°f. ach+clasf Wl11» in the earlier years of the course,

5 nd attainment Ox tms degree in view, be stimulated to work 
ÎSÏ’/! tS® a keener interest in their studies and, eventually,

in on! Sf hP at least’ prompted by their attainment
l one of the medical Sciences, to enter on a career which may 
bring distinction to the University. J

------ oOo--------------
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4:3: 1913.

MEDICAL FACULTY

aaorganigation of Clinical Beaching

2ha medical boards of the hospitals appointed the following 

gentlemen their représentatives to discuss with representatives 

of the university plans for securing better cooperation and 

co-ordinatiun of clinical teaching :

Montreal General Hos-ltal : Dre. H. A. Lafleur, .2. von Shorts
and G. Lîathevrcon.
Ors. 0. F. Martin, $. Ohipaan, 
and 2. F. Archibald.
Drs. 0. J. Evans and il. II. Little 
Drs. A. D. Blaeka&er and 
1U 3. Gushing.

Several of ’the above-named representatives, and other 

members of the teaching staff in Medicine, having expressed a 

strong desire that a mooting of the representatives should be 

bold before Mr. Vaughan left Montreal, they were a deed to moot 

him on the evening of Saturday, the 2nd March, IvXS « 

addition to the above-Bseed gentleroeii Colonel Bi rkott, the Dean 

of the Faculty, was invited to attend, as veil as Dr. Cartel,

representing the laboratories.

Share wore present at the meeting besides Mr. Vaughan,

Colonel Birkett, Drs. Lafleur, Ghipmn, Evans, $..F.Hamilton, 

von Eberts, Cushing, and Cartel.

Mr. Vaughan explained the reason for calling the mooting, 

and stated that the Board of Governors had appointed the 

Principal, with tir. A. J. Brown and Mr. John W. Ross, to act as

Royal Victoria Hospital :

Maternity Hospital : 
âiâisMsSLieMîâi î
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YJîAR llî PRB ARY iUDlC VL:
Anatoœy, advanced 
Physi ology
"Bacteriology md Genex

CLIKICALYEAR 111: Didactic and
Clinical Medicino, 
Clinical Surgery 
Gynaecology'
8 pocial i-,at oology 
Medical Jurisprudonce L 
^harnacology 
prexifcSl Diseases (?)

Tbstetrics

.vglone
The rap eutics

YEAH 17; DIDAS ?10 & 0 ,1 :1'5 u, :
Clinical jaedlc ine 
Clinical Surge?r 
Gynaecology ft vbetetrif

Clinical Therapeutics 
Mental Diseases (?)
OphtlBlnol ogy 
Oto •‘•paryng ol Cgy, 
Pediatrics.

YEAR V: HOSPITAL i.'KSlD&JTlAL Y.; AR:

etailspt is particularly to be desired that the question 
concerning the actual distribution of subjects and, ntte.ber of hours 

devoted to each should not baulk due consideration of the lb in 
advantages of the scher a, which it is suggested
1. The Insistence upon -scientifir vo-

lia inary
2. Granted such higher standard, & condensation of the purely
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McGILL UNIVERSITY I

H
MONTREAL.

Faculty of Arts,

Office of the Dean. I ■

April 29, 1920.

€JC>
:: m:%■ Dr. F.D. Adams,

Acting Principal, 
McGill University.

■ si
il

Dear Dr. Adams, if

r I find that you desired to have 

• Birkett* s letter and scheme in regard to the 

years course in Medicine returned to you, 

which I do herewith.

■

ii5seven
!

mm I Yours very truly,Hiill
-

<~U. 9. Ay-,Ends.

Dean

■
I

&
6■

i■



jfarultg of ifitùtrmr, fflrtBill îlniurraitg, 
BaatVii

Utantml, Mar.ch.24ih.,..1920.
prof .F.D. Adams,

Acting-Principal, McGill University. 

Dear Mr .Princ ipal,

I am enclosing herewith a scheme for 

medical curriculum which has "been drawn up and approved of by 

t;is Education Committee of the Faculty of Medicine.

jt is to be noted that the opinion of the Education 

pre-medical work should be given in the 

Faculty of Arts and 1 am writing now to ask if you will have this 

placed before the proper authorities and an opinion expressed 

with reference to this question at as early a date as possible 

as the Faculty of Medicine is desirous 

curriculum at its next meeting.

a new

Committee is that the

of considering this new

Yours sincerely,

Dean.
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jParultg af iHpdirinc, £Hr($tll llnimrsitg, 
Sratt’a

Har.ch....7..tli,..19.21.Snntmtl,

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.L.G.

Principal, heGill University. 

Dear Sir Arthur,

Your letter of the 28th ult. to Dean Birkett,

was consider-dealing with the matter of the vacuity organization, 

ed "by our Executive Committee Friday afternoon. At this meeting

a good tine to take up the whole 

question of the Constitution of the Faculty and Bade a tentative

1 suggested that this would he ■
proposition along the lines included in the 

1 may say that this was drawn

jgK;.- enclosed memo. ■

up hurriedly, as 1 am
now leaving for Chicago, and pr actically only offers a basis for
suggestions. The Committee will consider 

a meeting to he held March 15th
the whole question at

on the return of Dr.Armstrong 

1 way sau incidentally that the proposed plan would 

do away with the present Associate

and myself.

vacuity.

1 will oe glad if you will give this your consideration
B

and let me know if you think there is any good in the suggestions
made.

Yours sincerely,
I■

1
? s :<S!r

Assistant Dean.
BHH

Si
h ■■ : :

- •ii
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to 3.11 te~c 1

at *ureseLecturer up. is wo me

c o ns tituted whic n.(2) Th&t ,s5 OÜJ-

dy to consist of all mem ereart!“Council of tie Facult131. LO
of departnestaff of Professorial Rank, heads

earned in the

tsof the oeac
(Thissubjects.

would exclude the heads of departments concerned m

and Physics, etc.)

sudceac

subjects as Biology, Chemistry

(3) An “Executive Committee * as at present donstituted.

odi'-'S ’wouldThe duties of those 

(A) , The Pec ulty - to deal with

and the “broad general educational problems ;

all questions of curriculum

cL $> coj<z O 11 i 0 wquestions(B) „ JutU V. iw Ju SUC1T> Council to deal w Î

to receive and deal with reports of

to forward such reports as deemed
mente, salaries, etc. 

the Executive Committee and
1

proper to the larger "body, or Faculty

The Executive Committee -

of the Faculty as at present„
------- odd—

This outline, owing to shortness of time, lias 

drawn up and contains only suggestions. Other suggestions to be 

dered would be the : ation on the Council

of heads of departments in the general and Royal Victoria Hospitals

I
(C) ordinary yusmess0 carry on .the

hirriedly6 en

,

d
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PROPOSES PLAIT FOR THE EEORGAUIZAT101T OP THE FACULTY OF MEDIClïIE.

--- cOo----

y

Fr ou arsonist the teachers in Medicine there shall he two 
officially constituted "bodies:"

1. The Faculty,
11. The Council.

From these there shall he selected Committees, (a) Standing, 
and (h) Special.

The Standing Committees shall he:
1. The Executive Committee,
2. The Education Committee,
3. The Library Committee.

The Special Committees si all he:
1. The Committee on Appointments,
2. Such other Special Committees

as may from time to time he 
deemed necessary.

mI

i

U

THE FACULTY.
(1) The Faculty shall consist of those members of the Teaching 

Staf: having the rank of Professor, Associate, Assistant, or 
Clinical Professor, and Lecturer.
"be inèluded.

v2) 1ne Principal of the University shall he the Chairman of 
he Faculty, and in His absence, the Bean. Should neither of these

Emeritus Professors may also

he present the Chair shall he taken by the Senior Member present.
(o< The Faculty shall meet at least three times during the 

Session, at the call of the Principal or of the Dean.
(4/ Its function shall he to discuss all matters pertaining to

Education (graduate and undergraduate studies; general educational
policy, including methods of teaching; curriculum, etc.).

IHI,g-g gg g'ggg,::;-:'■y s g^&m-Vggi
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(5) it shall "be responsible to the Council (?) and shall refer

all questions to that "body for final decision,
THE CQTJITCIh.

The Council shall consist of the following members.-

1. The Professor of Anatomy,

2. The Professor of Physiology ,

3. The Professor of Bio-Chemistry,

4. The professor of Pathology and Bacteriolo

5. The professor of Hygiene,

6. The professor of Pharmacology,

7. The Professor of Medical Jurisprudence,

8. The titular head of Medicine, who at the same time shall

' /

â

■

t*€
aMU*"0

he Chèef of Clinic in one Hospital,
Clinic in Medicine in the other Hospital,9. The Chief of
time have full Professorial Rank,

10. The titular head of Surgery, who at the same time shall

he 8hief of Clinic in one Hospital,

11. The Chief of Clinic in Surgery in the other Hospital,

who at the same time shall have full professorial rank,

12. The Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology,

13. The "professor of Ophthalmology,

14. The -professor of Oto-Laryngology,

15. The Dean, and the Assistant Dean, if not included in the 

above list.

who shall at the same

(1) The Dean of the Faculty shall be the Chairman of the Council 

and in his absence the Senior Member present.

(2) The Council shall meet at least four times during the 

Session, or more frequently if deemed necessary at the call 

of the Dean or the Assistant Dean.

.
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(s) The Council shall he the Executive of the Faculty and shall 

conduct its business.
STANDING COMMITTEES.

1. The Executive Corar.ittee: The Executive Committee shall be 
appointed by the Council, and shall consist of, the Dean, the 
Assistant Dean (Chairman), and three others of its members.

It shall hold weekly meetings, or at the call of the Chairman
as frequently as may be deemed necessary.

It shall transact all the business of the Faculty except that 
vnich is concerned with appointments, or which may involve a change 
in any policy of the Faculty.

The Executive Committee shall be responsible to the Council 
and shall report to that body.

:

It shall also prepare the business
for the ordinary meetings of the Council. 

The Education Committee:2. This Committee shall consist of 
ten memoers to be chosen from amongst the members of the Faculty.
It shall meet at least once every fortnight and shall consider 
such matters as may be referred to it by the Faculty, the Council, 
or the Executive Committee.

It shall report the results of its deliberations to the 
Faculty and shall prepare all the business of the meetings of 
that body.

3. The 1 iorar^ Com .i11ee: This Committee shall consist of not
more than seven members, to be selected from amongst the members 
of the Faculty. It shall consider all matters pertaining to the 
hedical Library and shall report to the Faculty,
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SPEC I AL COI HJ 1T TEES^

This Committee shall consistThe Committee on Appointments: 

of the Principal, the Dean, the Assistant Dean, and two other

members of the Council, chosen hy the Principal.

These two members nay he changed from time to time, according

nature of the appointment to he made.

This Committee shall have the power

for appointment, all full professors, heads of depart-

to the
to recommend to the

Governors

ments.
consultation with the heads of the different

Governors all other appointments down
It shall, after 

departments, recommend to the 

to and including lecturers.
h of lecturer shall he made

of the head of the department
All appointments helow the ram.

the recommendationhy the Council on

concerned.
: These shall he appointed hy the 

Executive Committee, as occasion
Other Special Committees 

Faculty, the Council, or the 

may arise.

— cOo-----



There were present, representing McGill, - Professons 
Armstrong, Scane and Tait,

representing Toronto, - Dean Primrose, Associate Dean Maeleod, Professors Wishart 
Graham, Rudolf, Pit Gerald, Mackenzie, MacCallum HcM 
Mclennan, Clarke, W tson, Goldie, Hunter, Henderson, : 
Allan, Harding, and Dr, Ryerson, Secretary.

British Columbia,;.. That Graduates of this University be 
granted exemption from the first year of the Six Years1 
Course in this Faculty, provided they have taken the 
following courses at the University of British Columbia 

Chemistry - Courses 3. and 2t
Biology - Distinction Course including laboratory 

in Mammalian Anatomy»
Physics - Coursas 1, 2 and 3

The Secretary read the following resolution adopted by the 
University of Toronto for British Columbia and Saskatchewan.

4» Sjfcanding^ of Graduates from other Canadian Universities

The framing of a resolution to cover the action of the two 
Universities (McGill and Toronto) was left to Doctors Scane 
Mackenzie and Ryerson.

3 Standing of Undergraduates from other Canadian Universities

That Pass Matriculation in
Quebec and First Year Arts McGill, as required by the 
Faculty of Medicine be considered as equiva3.ent to Pass 
Matriculation and Honour Matriculation in Ontario, students 
being accepted by either University for the purpose of 
transfer after the^r have completed the first year in 
Medicine, without requiring the making up of any subjects 
or parts of them which have not been covered.

Carried.

Moved by Professor Scane, 
Seconded by Professor Mackenzie,

Professor_ Macleod thought that in the transfer of 
students from McGill to Toronto or vice versa we should 
try to live up to the spirit of the reguD.ations rather 
than the letter.

Professor Tait described the steps taken by McGill 
University and^ pointed out the difficulties of requiring 
nonour Matriculation on account of the schools of"Quebec " 
not being equipped^to undertake such advanced instruction. 
The action of McGi3_l in. requiring a student to take one 
year in Arts at a college or university would practically 
correspond to our Honour Matriculation standard. They 
felt this step was advisable in view of the number of 
students they get from the United States and the Pastern 
Provinces,

2 ..»..The Raising of the Standard of Entrance was introduced 
by Dr. Ryerson reading the new regulations for 1921 and

as .issued in a circular by the Registrar of the
It was pointed out how this actionUniversity of Toronto, 

was expected, to result in a reduction and limitation of the 
number of students.

- - - - the previous meeting were read and
approved.

The Annual Conference between the Medical Faculties 
of the Universities of McGill and Toronto was held to-day 
at Toronto University,

Toronto, March 3.0th, 1921
i
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Saskatchewan:- ”That graduates of this University be granted 
exemption from the first year of the Six Years1 Course of 
this Faculty, provided they have taken the following courses 
which correspond to Course 2 as set forth in their communica
tion, viz:-

Chemistry, Courses 1, 2a, 3b,
Physics - Course 1, with Mathematics Course 1 
Biology - Courses 1 and 11 (eleven)

This University requested that students who have taken 
Courses 1 and 3 as outlined in this communication be granted 
exemption from the first two years of the Six Years1 Course 
in this Faculty,

The Faculty ruled that it vifould be impossible to grant 
students who have taken the above mentioned courses exemption 
from the work of the second year of the Six Years1 Course in 
view of the fact that in neither course is the subject of 
Anatomy covered. Even though credit be given for thy course 
in Biochemistry as suggested, this could not allow sufficient 
time for the subject of Anatomy to be covered, 
to be pointed out that in course 3 laboratory work in Organic 
Chemistry would not be covered by students of the University 
of Saskatchewan taking this course. It might be pointed out 
to them, however, that students who had taken either course 
1 or 3 would be granted exemption from the first year of the 
Six Years;1 Course” «

It was pointed out that in both Universities graduates 
from other Canadian Universities would take nine years be
fore graduating in Medicine.

It was decided that graduates from other Canadian Univer
sities be considered by each Faculty: that any action taken 
be communicated to each other and that this matter be one of 
the subjects for discussion at the next conference.

Ur. Scane brought up the question of acceptance of 
graduates in Medicine from other UMversitj es. At McGill these 
men are required to pass examinations in all subjects and then 
attend the final year and pass the examination before they 
could receive a degree from McGill.

At Toronto many men of this type have been refused the 
opportunity of entering the University.

Moved by Professor Scane,
Seconded by Professor Mackenzie,

It was also

P
É

That except in cases whore
reciprocity exists, students making application for advanced 
sLanding into either institution shall be required to pass 
e$aij!1xria^^ons (written* oral or both) in at least two subjects 
of the year or years previous to that which he seeks

I

to enter.

y* vtl^ijfcsti_on^qf Students„ Professor Maclcod explained what 
steps nad been taken in Toronto in this regard and the former 
resolution was reaffirmed.

sissâgâsigar
......... Including Industrial Eygiene_
Tnr1„e+r°t?SS0r •r 1 T'2<?er^ld outlined the work being done in 
Mq doff~n la‘'Te corporations, He stated that 
hi ? I !?ore forested in this from a public health
stanappjui u ru iner fiaan.that of Med Aval or Surgical Industrial

tVvlXiLK fiBld Industrial Hygienistswas sufficiently g.cea - av the present time to warrant speoi =1 
courses being introduced to qualify men from a Public Health
S v£LZlQ-]p o.in 0 •

6

K
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Question of separating Industrial Hygiene from Public 
Health work for the undergraduate was discussed. Dr. Soane 
did not think that they should be separated but that the 
two should be given as one course.

No action was taken on this question.
..... Optional Courses in Final Years - Considerable discus
sion took place on this subject. ' Professor Tait did not 
think a similar Optional System could be introduced at McGill 
on account of the time table being so full and also the 
difficulty of providing instructors for the Optional Courses.

7

8 .... Seven Years1 Course at McGill.- Dr. Scane outlined the
new course as they proposed to carry it out at McGill after 1923. The course would consist of two pre-medical years 
four years pure medicine and one Hospital year. The distri
bution of the subjects would be:- 

Pirst Year 
Second Year
Third & Fourth 
Year.........

General Arts Course.
Premedical Sciences - Physics, Chemistry

and Biology.

i • • «

• • •

Fundamental Medical Sciences, Anatomy,' 
Physiology and Physiological Chemistry.
Pathology, Pharmacology and the Clinical 
Subjects.

Seventh Year..Hospital Year.
**ip4>.Mb?î11.were takinS this step so that there would be no 
aiîîiçulty in their students being accepted by State Boards 
for licensure in the United States.

The question of transfer of students was discussed in 
view of the two different courses at Toronto and McGill and 
the reeling was that no serious barrier would be raised 
to such transference at various stages of the

Fifth and 
Sixth Years • • *

course#
Professor Macleod thought that Toronto could overlook 

any deficiency in Optional subjects in view of the year in
o^their^ourse611*8 McGi11 would have at the beginning

ii

9 -D Q /?,r; .Scane submitted the regulations for the Degree of 
as proposed at McGill as follows^-- ^

a,YlexJ to encourage further study of the more 
strictiy medical sciences the degree of B.So(Med) has been 
instituted.
(2) The major subject for this 
following degree may be any one of the

■anatomy, including Embryology and Histology 
Physiology, or General Physiology 
Biochemistry 
Pharmacology 
Pathology

In these various subjects special advanced courses areprovided.
(3) To obtain the degree an additional year of advanced study 
apart from the time given to his medical curriculum, is re
quired of èach candidate.
(4) The degree is open to:- (1) Medical graduates of the 
five years1 or of any subsequently instituted course; 
ill; Medical undergraduates of the six years1, or of’any 
subsequently instituted course, who have completed the pro
fessional examination in Anatomy, in Physiology and in Bio
chemistry, provided the major subject selected is one of 
these branches of science. Candidates in Pharmacology or in 
Pathology must similarly have completed in each case the 
fessional medical examination in that subject. pro-

Each candidate must have attained in his previous medical 
course a standard nabis factory to the Medical Facn’.t/y «

i? ü
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(5) The additional year of advanced study will^include :-

(I) One major subject (this may, at the discretion of 
the Head of the Department concerned, take the form 
of a piece of research work).

(II) Two minor subjects in "branches cognate to that of
the major subject,

(ill) Acquisition in reading facility in two modern
languages other than English, provided this has not

(à course in German is

r'r'vj

"been already attained, 
especially recommended).

(6) With regard to his projected course of study a candidate 
should in each case consult the professor of the major sub
ject selectedo

An Alternative Proposition, affecting especially Section 3 
above, is

"During any three years following the introductory year in 
Biology Physics and Chemistry, a candidate will take special 
minor courses, and at the end of chat bime, cr at any subse
quent time, he will do special research in one of the above 
five subjects”.

The course as outlined down to Se_c_ti_on 6 was considered, 
but the alternative proposition was seriously objected to in 
that it would allow a student to obtain a B<,oc Ufed ) degree 
in a little over three years and would thereby cheapen toe 
degree. The opinion was expressed that if some men couc.d 
get the degree by doing three months work in the summer, 
others would be unwilling to spend a whole year to get the same 
degree.

n

The Conference then adjourned.
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REPORT on TRIP to ATTEND MEETINGS of

THE ASSOCIATION of AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES,

OMAHA, and the COUNCIL of MEDICAL EDUCATION,
i

CHICAGO. hjy

These Meetings were for the purpose of discussing Medical 
Education in general, the medical curriculum in particular, the 
relations of Medical Schools and Hospitals, Hospital Adminis
tration, and kindred subjects.

At the Meeting of the Association of American Medical 
Colleges, every large School in the United States was represented. 
(There are 70 Class A. Medical Schools in the United States).
Among the attendants at these Meetings were the presidents of a 
number of the Universities, the Deans of all Medical Schools, some 
of the more prominent educationalists, and many other professors 
and Heads of Departments.

This Report embodies merely a summary of some of the more 
important features which concern our immediate problems, and the 
conclusions arrived at from listening to contributions given at 
the meetings and to private conversât ions with many of the more 
prominent educationalists.
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"Methods of Modern Education” formed the chief topic of 
discussion at the first meeting of the day in Omaha, and it was 
universally agreed that our present plans of teaching were in a 

chaotic condition and capable of very great improvement.

It was believed that the rigid standardization of Medical 
Schools was being overdone; that whereas the extinction of so many 
of the inferior schools, following upon the Flexner investigation 
of a decade ago, had done incalculable good, the Medical Schools 
of Class A. - 70 in all - were of sufficiently high standard to 
be allowed to use their own individuality as to the type of teacn- 
ing ado pt ed.

-

as

a
There seemed no variation of opinion in regard to the

. following facts:-

That Primary School Education is everywhere1.
insufficient.m

That there is a necessity for better educators among 
teachers in the Primary Schools.

3. That pupils before entering the Medical School,^ should 
be taught English expression, English composition and Public Speaking.

That there is a great necessity for better educators 
among our teachers in the Medical Schools, and the teachers should 

selected for their ability to inspire their students, to convert 
fasta i>yfrn power, and to enlarge the general intellectual horizon of 

the students as well as presenting mere facts. It was believed that 
our Schools «re carrying^our^students through, but were not developing 
them.

2.
our

//
■

4.

be

5. That in the Medical Curriculum, the attempt is being made to 
teach students too much, and that a great deal of non-essential maw eyj 
should be eliminated from the curriculum. In much of our modern 
teaching, there is a tendency to an ultra-scientific training ins tea h 
of teaching the students the more practical essentials to fit them to 
become good general practitioners . One cannot cover the whole 
curriculum in the few years of medical study, but one can make^an 
effort to teach the students the methods of diagnosis and treatment 
which will form a basis for them to develop furthsr knowledge after 
their graduation.

I
ft

i That there seems to be very little unity of plan in 
education in our Medical Schools, and it was felt that a better 
realization should be sought of what the real objective of Medical iA.

6.

■

;
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Education upon the social side of disease, so that 
merelybe content with the facts of disease, but would study the patient 
as an individual with regard to the influence of his environment, of 
his importance as a member of the community, and of the importance of 
the physician as the centre from which Public Health should be developed,

A propos of this subject, many of those participating in 
the discussion stressed the point that students were not sufficiently 
taught that patients are, after all, human beings, each with his own 
individual problem in society, and each with his own individual 
mentality, all of which should be studied from the sociological 
standpoint as well as from the standpoint of the diagnosis of a 
specific disease.

■

■

Wi
%
*:

Some discussion occurred with reference to the examination
It seemed to be the general opinionof students in the final year. 

that the type of question set in an examination revealed the type of 
teacher; that an examiner, if he has taught his subject well, will 
have dilated on general principles and not merely upon facts; that 
the broad outlines of his subject alone form a satisfactory basis for 
educating the students, ytUu*. .

m

The Correlation of the fundamental sciences to clinical 
teaching was dwelt upon at greater length than any other topic of 
Medical Education.
to introduce patients to students of the earlier years in order to 
illustrate to them in a clinical way what is being taught in the 
class rooms on Physics, Anatomy and Physiology, 
success has been achieved in some of the Schools along these lines, 
and students of the first two years in Medical Schools obtain added 
interest by the exhibition of patients, specimens and lantern slides 
to illustrate the conditions described in the class 
think, is a matter of easy arrangement in our own School.

A propos of this same subject, it was considered wise 
to stress upon students in the third year (i.a. when they are taught 
for the first time the methods of clinical diagnosis) to' 
the salient points dealt with in the class in physiology, Anatomy and 
Chemistry, thus correlating the fundamental sciences to clinical 
teaching in a much more interesting

It was believed that teachers should take means

Considerable s

//This, Irooms.
3
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Relation of Hospitals and University.-_

The Meetings revealed the fact that the majority 
first-class Medical Schools in the United States are

known as the "University "
. „ con- 
Hospitals^yof the

nected with hospitals which are 
or University Clinics.

The clinical teaching in the hospitals and the 
appointments of the staff, as also the budgets thereof, are cgn- 
trolled by the University; moreover, wherever new Medical Schools 
aI-r oexnjz; erecied by the' Universities and Hospitals, University 
Hosnitals are placed in juxtaposition to the School; e.g,, at he 
Vanderbilt University in Nashville, and Columbia Ne,r
York this latter being designed to oe the best and most modernil; existence. Where E addition to this University Clinic, 
there are other hospitals of a civic nature, these are for the mos* 
part utilised by the University in a somewhat looser arrangement, 

teaching is under University control.but the
In Harvard there are three hospitals, each with 

independent teaching units, though in each the teaching is und^er 
University control, but these have been built up at an enormous 
expense”-"and""only with a moderate amount of successful 
The Dean of the Harvard School expressed strongly the view that m 
ideal condition would have been to nave had aU tto teachlgs^n 
one uait but the traditions of Boston necessitated the use of all 
thTold-time institutions. The expense of this, however, has 

. beyond all proportion to the necessity of such an arrangement.

The conclusions arrived at with reference to our 
local problems are as follows:-

1. That in Montreal ideal conditions exist for the
creation of the best kind of arrangement for a Medi al S

to make up a perfect ,Three large units, which go 
Medical School, exist side by side:-

scientific laboratories of the University(a) The
(Physics, Chemistry and Biology).

The Medical School, with its special laboratories 
and class rooms.

(b)

Hospital facilities at the Royal Victoria 
Hospital.

it possible to utilise all of these for the

(c)

Were
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common good, educationalists agree that the conditions would be ideal. 
Nevertheless, the size of the hospital with reference to the number of 
patients, the size of the staff and the accommodation, is scarcely 
adequate. An increase in size, however, to 100 bedsAand accommodation 
for all the extras that this would imply, would make a very ideal

If, however, this seems impracticable at present, it isarrangement.
necessary to utilise the added facilities afforded by the Montreal 
General Hospital; and in any case there are many advantages for the 
School in having close cooperation with this hospital for purposes of 
teaching.

The effort to duplicate two sets of University teachers (one 
in each hospital) and to maintain them, to thus endeavour to balance 
power and influence, entails an absurdly high cost, and at the expense, 
too, of efficiency and coordination.

Attention is here drawn to the important question of clinical 
material. It is a well-recognized falti-r"; that to the undergraduate 
students, a large amount of material is not an sssential. The course 
of instruction in Medicine is primarily intended't'o'Teach a student 
how to recognize and teach the ordinary types of disease, the met/lgjT 
approach to the problems of the sick, and of the study of methods/trS 
this purpose, few patients are required, not many, for it is everywhere 
agreed that there is some disadvantage to the student to see too many 
cases, for it involves a rapid survey of many, instead of a careful 
analysis of the few.
examination of a few patients affords a far better training to the 
student. It is only the graduate who benefits by seeing a large 
number of cases, because he has already learned by his training in 
methods how to profit by seeing large clinical material, 
example, Sir William Osier frequently said that a careful study of a 
case of pneumonia and of typhoid will do a student far more good than 
a rapid and superficial study of a host of diseases, 
session, indeed, he devoted most of his time to a few cases of 
pneumonia alone, this being the only material that he employed for 
his students.

of . î-tnittttûIûJt

More careful attention to methods of

Thus, for

During one

For this reason, then, one must not overestimate the importance^ 
of a large indoor or outdoor service for the undergraduate students. 
For no at-.graduate study, however, a Tarera material is invaluable, and 
in this respect, the material from the two hospitals is a valuable 
asset to the School.

For McGill University, then, a University Clinic with fully 
equipped and staffed departments, organized so that those in charge 
have ample time in which to direct the departments, is an essential.

It is obvious, too, that such a clinic should be primarily a» 
the Royal Victoria Hospital for geographic, economic and academic 
reasons.
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The teaching staff in this University Clinic 8hoiJ.d be under 
,, + -# +h« University, and appointments should ce iiuoia»ecS*tSl3i.»«ÎT Sî^tS'trusted of the Capital et»uld havo th. 

privilege of vetoing any appointment suggested.\

a6 an

which that can be done to the complete satisfaction, I believe, of 
both institutions.

The chief point is that the idea of one University Hospital
Bhouid prevail a£d from this centre of the organization, all teaching 
should prevail, anu «nvthino- else leads to less efficiency,arrangements should emanate. Anything else îeaas

Teachers as heads of departments must organize the department
' , + _ university teachers, and such a head snouldN°I as ^^^ -‘"'^LLprov^ofth-Cni.ersit,, and should o-

all hospital services must conform to thaï, pom 
following diagram illustrates the idea:-
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principal and Governors.

Dean and Faculty.

Prof. Prof.Professor of Medicine. professor of Surgery. of of
Obstet
rics and 
Gynae- 
co logy.

X-Ray.

General 
Medicine, tology. ogy.

Derma- Neurol- Pedi
atrics.

General Ortho- 
Surgery. paedic.

Urol
ogy-

.

.

Staff of Departmental Teachers to be assigned where they can best
be utilised.



I would suggest for the coning year the followmg:-

- Students in Physiology and Anatomy to be brought in contact
Victoria Hospital, to illustrate once a week

This method conforms
2nd Year:

sciences and clinical study.
To get their fundamental training in diagnostic methods at

To take all alinical work at Montreal General Hospital (say
in the University Buildings (say in

^rd Year:- 
the University Clinic (R.V.H.)

4th Year:- 
in the morning) and their lectures 
afternoon) .

students to be equally divided betweenThe5th Year;- A hospital year, 
the two hospitals and the Mat emit y Hospital.

e changes will involve the use of fewer teachers, and 
selection of only the best from our staffs).

#8.

In each of these sub-departments the staff of teachers would conduct 
1 direction of the head of the department, who

must^organize"^the teaching arrangements to the best advantage of tne 

students.
A suggested curriculum is appended in general outline.

m

\

e* +>
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The Correlation of the Fundamental Sciences to Clinical
Teaching.»

A great deal of time at the Congress was devoted to 
Two plans were considered with favour;-

1. Giving teachers the means to introduce patients to students 
of the early years in order to illustrate to them in a clinical way 
what is being taught about the fundamental sciences (physics, Anatomy, 
Physiology).

this subject.

Students are encouraged to make special study of such lines 
as they prefer. Thus, as in Harvard, to elect subjects for more careful 
attention, which would develop initiative, individuality and a spirit of 
enquiry, as opposed to the method of spoon-feeding and of teaching merely 
an abundance of facts. This is the “elective system", and it is 
generally agreed that here in McGill, conditions will not permit such 
an innovation as yet.

2.

It is suggested that in Anatomy, Physiology and Physics, 
arrangements should be made to illustrate in the hospital by the exhibition

conditions described in theof patients and pathological specimens, etc 
Physiology and Anatomy classes during the week preceding.

* >

With systematic cooperation, this could be easily managed, 
and if necessary, illustrative cases could be brought from the hospital to 
the University class room.

It seems to be the concensusStudents are taught too much, 
of the competent that in all Schools, attempts are being made to teach
students more than they are able to absorb, and at the expense, even, c.

Some arrangementsessentials that are of greater importance in practice, 
must be made whereby in each clinical department, stress is «aid on the 
necessity of teachers to emphasize instruction on the essentials of 
ordinary disease, and to teach only a minimum of such special features 
as can only be utilised by practitioners with the aid of skilled experts.



It is uniformly agreed that the chief of a clinical 
teaching department in the Medical School requires much more time for 
the direction of his department than has obtained in the past, where 
the departmental head has been absorbed in the time-taking effort to 
practise. This is true w ether the practice be of a consulting type, 
or general in his own spe ial line of work. On the other hand, it is 
agreed that unless such a teacher has some contact with the public and 
private patients, he fails adequately to influence the students, who 
are for the most part destined to become general practitioners. An- 
the questions arise:-

It is a definite retrograde step for a University to allow 
the head of a department time to practise in an office away from the 
hospital, or to attempt the duties of a consultant on cases out of town.

If such a director be worthy of his post, hisThe reason is obvious:- 
calls would be too numerous to give due attention to his department; and 
vice versa, if he is not sufficiently in demand by outside physicians, the 
implication is that he has not created the inspiration which a departmental 
head should create on the profession in general.

The main duty of such a departmental head should bo to 
look after an adequate number of teaching beds, to supervise the out
patient department and the clinical laboratories, to teach students, an<. 
stimulate research.

clinical department should have an office
that he may haveThe head of a

in the hospital, where he may see private patients; 
permission to consult over such patients, though not to have private 
patients in hospital for treatment; that he be permitted to nave out
side consultations only under very special circumstances, ^here he 
hospital or the University would consider it a duty or a distinct 
benefit for the head of a service to give advice.

in the American School isThe general trend of opinion
this:-

hospital afford to dispense with such services
the hospital by attracting patients to fillCan a

will help to add fees to 
the private services!

2.
as

eysta. * an it" touch

ultra-sc lent if ic, and the human side is to.ceextehilostsrghto, 
this, I may say, is being rapidly corrected by the admission 0- par. 
time men to the service.

How much practice shall such a departmental head be1.
allowed to do!

#10.

Full-time Chairs in Clinical Branches:-

;

;
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Hospital Accommodation in Montreal.-

A recent survey of the hospital situation in Montreal 
revealed statistically that more hospital beds were required to meet 
the needs of the citizens, 
the recent meeting, and it would seem that only the French population is 
concerned in this defect - that for the English-speaking and Protestant 
community ample provision exists to-day.

My attention was called to this report during

Now, if this be true, is it essential or wise to add more 
accommodation in our English hospitals when other needs for our English 
community are so urgent - when, for example, our handling of the Public 
Health situation, our training of doctors in this line is so lamentably 
deficient, when we have no trained psychiatrist in the University to 
teach our students the essentials of mental diseases, nor to act as 
consultant with our professional men!

I understand that it has been proposed to add some French 
doctors to the service of our Montreal General Hospital to meet the 
increasing demands made through the influx of French patients, 
not this be better met by the new Notre Dame Hospital now under con
struction rather than increase our financial obligations by added over
head charges! (Every patient in hospital costs more to the institution 
than the income derived from various sources for his maintenance) .

Gould

Over-hospital ization.-

The view was very strongly expressed at the Chicago meeting 
that a change of viewpoint was coming with reference to hospital building, 
that more accommodation was being provided than necessary, that much 
economy could be attained by the newer method of ambulatory clinics. In 
other words, many cases are unnecessarily received in our hospitals, and 
many kept in too long, thus adding to expenses. That the practice of 
having visiting doctors from the hospital staff to go to patients' houses 
would and does save a great deal of hospital responsibility, and has been 
tried out with great success already.
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FifisincQS of the Msdical Scfaoo_^_r_~

The modern Medical School is apparently transcending all
:?ejotLi:-o4.rea»r:,»exeS^e.ri

re(îard to the possibilities of attaining such ideals. For example, 
attention was drawn to the fact that here and there, large i 
were erected for the purpose of research without any probability of the 
institution being able to staff them with men capable of using them with

In other words, no dividends are paid.

scale not justified

value to the School.any

Departments are often created on a 
by existing conditions, and Schools compete in buildings and equipments

The duplication, again, of large clinical laooratories 
in various departments of our hospitals is another example of wasteful 
expenditure as is also the needless construction of many large teaching 
theatres and class rooms. By careful arrangement, hours of 
can be so adjusted as to utilise these class rooms for various depart - 
can penditure of money in some of the large State institutions
in the U.S.A. has become an everyday affair, and there seems almost no 
limit to the amount of money tnus used. In Ann Arbor to-aay building options arH^g ahead ihat .ill involve the immediate expenditure

f j. *2n ooo 000 To this must be added the expense o. upkeep of 
of aoout 120,000,000. To tnis state-endowed institution;
these buildings. This is all very wsu ° A1.+ lnnk is extremelyfor the unendowed institutionJ^3uctLM.Al..^G3^ much aS^
serious,' an~d for that reasoZthere
possible any money that is available.

ments.

We will apparently soon be obliged to face the fact that 
students we have been hitherto receiving from the West in fairly :large 
numbers will remain in the Provincial Schools wuich are now 
organized. Thus, for example, in Alberta, whence McGill has continuously 
drawn many of its students, the new Medical school w^c ® ® of the
established under most ideal conditions, with Umversi y %6 .
most modern type, with hospital facilities all under control of the
University, and with a progressive body of teachers, will P 0 
students of this Province, who will find it no longer necessary o g° 
elsewhere for their education. In Manitoba this already exists, and the 

School in Winnipeg but rarely sends students to McGill.Medical

told by the Minister of Education for British ColumbiaI am
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that the same is expected in the near future in that Province.

Again, in the East, with Dalhousie University making 
constant progress, the influx of students from the East to McGill 
will be continuously less.

Ontario ie already provided for, so that McGill will 
have to depend on the Provinces of (juebec, New Brunswick and 
Saskatchewan for its future students, and from students seeking 
admission to McGill from the United States. The advent of American 
students will arise largely owing to the limitation of numbers in 
the large Medical Schools of that country.

If one looks, for example, at the immediate requirements 
of the Medical School, one can see that the situation is increasingly 
difficult as compared with the facilities in the United States, where 
large salaries attract promising teachers, and competition becomes so 
great as to render the future outlook for McGill very dark.

In every one of our departments there is a crying need 
for money if we are to keep abreast of the times; money for equipment, 
for salaries, for expansion. One cannot see where this money is to 
come from in many years, and for that reason, any new expenditure should 
consider the need of satisfying only the most urgent requirements, and 
that, too, only after a broad view of the demands of the School in 
general. I will cite a few examples in question:-

The Department of Hygiene and Preventive Medicine at 
McGill University is in an extremely unsatisfactory state, and requires 
drastic changes. Nothing short of a very complete change in the 
teaching, the equipment and the staff will place us in a position where 
we can avoid severe criticism. This would, no doubt, necessitate an 
added income of $15,000 a year, even with the simplest kind of equipment 
and staff to teach our students Elementary Hygiene along modern lines, 
and this, too, quite apart from the Department of Public Health as it 
affects the relations of the University to the Community.

1.

I knowThe Department of Psychiatry is without a head, 
of no School in America^, not even a second-rate School, where there is 
not a well-trained Professor of Psychiatry, while in McGill, no such 
individual exists, and we employ the services of a man whose ideas of 
modern Psychiatry are obsolete. (Confidential). Our students are 
already aware of our defects in comparison with other Schools, and that 

graduates leave the University quite unprepared to do themselves
To obtain such a man, a

2.

our
or their School either justice or credit, 
salary of at least $6,000 a year would be necessary, to which must be 
added a considerable sum besides for the equipment of his department,
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and other assistante on the teaching staff.

3 In the Department of Physiology, there is a growing
need for additional funds if we are to measure up with the Schools 
elsewhere. This, again, cannot be done without the expenditure of 
at least $10,000 - perhaps more. The staff of the Department o. 
Physiology, as seen in the Annual Calendar, is extremely weak as ^ 
compared with that of such Universities as Harvard, Yale, Columbia, 
and, in fact, any other School, even in the Far West.

gH
■
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MeGlLL UN 1VKKSITY 
MONTREAL

Faculty ok Medicink

Office ok tub 1)ean May 13th, 1924..

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G. 
Principal’s Office,
McGill University, Montreal.-

Dear Sir Arthur,

A propos of the Courses in Chemistry and physics, may I be 
allowed to make the following statements?

We would propose to accept from other Canadian colleges 
than McGill, students who have had their courses in Chemistry and 
Physics as required by our newer matriculation standard, only if the 
course is satisfactory, and if the student has taken sufficiently high 
marks in his examinations. Each case would be taken on its merits.

1.

We do not see why the students cannot receive from the 
Faculty of Arts exactly the same courses as they are now being given 
under the auspices of Arts or Medicine; the courses would remain the 
same, and the teachers would, naturally, remain as they are.

2.

3. Clinic&jb£eachers are agreed that the knowledge of 
Physics and Chemistry^tnese students have in their clinical year is not 
of such an advanced type in the McGill group as to distinguish them 
from students who come from other Canadian universities.

4. It is obvious that those students who contemplate doing 
advanced work in Chemistry or physics will be compelled to do extra 
work as post-graduates if they wish to follow along those lines of work 
in connectTonwith their medical career.

For these reasons, I would like to urge that the courses 
remain as they are, and that we be permitted to admit students to the 
regular five-year Course in Medicine on some such basis as outlined in 
paragraph #1.

We are now revising the Annual Announcement, and would like 
to have this matter settled in the very near future.

Very truly yours,

Dean',
FACULTY of MEDICINE.
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l)r# Martin*» Suggestion to Substitute Departmental Meetings 

for Meet Inga of the Aeeoeiate Faculty*

At a meeting of the Faculty in June, Dr. Martin gave notice that 

at the first nesting of the Faculty in October 1920, he would move that-Sj

in future meetings of Departments be substituted for meetings of the

It was requested that each member be furnished withAssociate Faculty, 
a statement of the reasons for this suggested change.

The suggestions, initiated by some members of the Associate

iuov'vby, are bas eu on the following data: -

The Associate Faculty, (consisting of till touehere not on ihe

Executive Faculty), was organised some year.; ago for the purpose of 

diocusaing problems of medical education, and the general welfare of all 

(I quote from the Constitution). The By-law» read that

Their two representatives» sit on
departments,

there shall be monthly meetings, 

the Faculty, and are supposed to present the views of the f.iculiefcte,

and to vote according to its wishes.
It would seem to be a fundamental error to ask a body oz junior 

teachers to meet together for the purpose of discussing medical education 

and presenting their views to the Faculty periodically, when such a 

body carries with it no responsibility whatsoever.

It is also conceivable tint such a body of men gathering together, 

might easily be 00 constituted at a particular meeting as only to 

present the views of one special teaching group.

Here in JsGill University, where two hospitals exist, it is apt 

to accentuate rather than obliterate hospital differences,- a condition of 

affaira which the Faculty ia constantly endeavouring to avoid.

Moreover, the existence of such an organisation justifies itself
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■“'«3 only if sufficient interest is erected, wad the résulta are worth the 

tine spent.

1 will refer to these subjects sériâtitas- 

1. Manifestailona of Interest;

(a) Ra/cul -rity of meetings. The 'Minutes of the organisation shew 

tliat monthly meetings have never beau held,- ia fact, there have
E-
y

been on an average lees than two meetings par annum.

(b) Attendance. The attendance shews an equal lack of interest, for 

only once in the history of the organisation has there been 

more than one-third of the members present,- never has there been 

ut any tiue one-half of the is embers of the Associate Faculty 

present at a single meeting.

The details are as folio„s:- Total number of members about 120. 

In 1914 there ma 1 meeting with 10 members present.

* 1915 M * 3 

” 1916 no meetings.

« n 20, 14, 15

1917 there were 2 meetings with 14, 14 present. 

" 1918 * ws 1

" 1919 " were 3

" 1920

* 22 present,

n 16, 29» 45 present.

w (to date) with 47, 37 present.

(The number of aombors present at the last meeting was large 
because members wore extorted to bs present.)

(0) The Functions of Representatives. The functions of the two

»

" 2

representatives on the Faculty, are, First, to present the views 

of the organization to the Faculty, and - 

Secondly, to cast their votes accordingly.

From the above data it is obvious that these representatives 

have never yet been able to present the views of even a small 

majority of the tombera of the organization.
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According to their inutea, the ftiCultette have, during the last 

six years, held but three meetings on serious educational topics, 

and at these no representative discussions have occurred, and 

thus no representative votes could have been taken.

It is equally obvious, then, that the representatives who sit on 

the Faculty Board, merely vote as individuals, and not as re

presenting the body of junior teachers.

2.

The question as to whether or not, the results of these 

faoultette conferences have been worth while, is on the face of it 

already answered by the data given.

Moreover, the Faculty my well consider whether it is possible 

for a large and mixed group of junior teacher# to discuss with any 

satisfactory conclusions, the problems of medical education, and 

the welfare of any department.

The larger problems of medical education arc already dealt 

with by the Educational Committee, and it is always possible for 

any individual on the Teaching Staff, or for any departmental 

group to bring before this oo .aittee any subject which they con

sider worthy of discussion.

In other words, even taking it for granted that in future 

larger and more representative meetings are held, it is doubtful 

if they would be aole to cope with the broad problems of education 

at any such gathering.

■JB.gpartmontal Jesoin •>.

I think it is agreed that the successful and harmonious operation 

Of any department requires frequent meetings of its members. These 

meetings should have for their object conferences concerning the system

■:;v
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and organization of the department, its harmonious co-operation, the

methods of teas bing, and any other matters ,/hioh will induce the greatest 

possible efficiency, harmony and loyalty. It will further add to a 

better faculty and university spirit, and, moat of all, to the developaont 

Of a junior staff of teachers who will be successfully fitted for pro

action to higher appointments.

<Jhen the Faculty rvalises that there are many dezjonvtTutors to-day 

who have held their appointment without promotion for from ten to twenty 

years, it can only imply one of two things, either, j* that the Head of 

the department is not sufficiently interested himself in hie staff to 

to it that they produce work, and conduct classes so that they are 

r*i11cd for prcmotitn, 04 •

&> that the men themselves, being unvorthy of hi gher promotion# have 

been allowed to drift on in the same position instead of giving way to 

men of worthier calibre.

see

in other words, there is something radically wrong with every 

dipartmeafc, where this kind of thin0 is allpwod to exist.

Apart from the fact that u certain aumbar of mediocre men are 

required for the hack work of ordinary teaching, there is no excuse for 

maintaining men in this junior position without at least encouraging 

them to produce something which is worthy of their appointment as 

demonstrators.

To-day, among fifteen demonstrators who have held these appoint

ments for more than ten years, only four have ever published anything 

worthy of their department, while their teaching hue not commended itself 

sufficiently to their chiefs to admit of recognition.

•■dine teachers hold appointments as lecturers without ever having 

contributed to medical literature.

■

■
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I would therefore submit that it it; urgent upon this Faculty to 

take steps to further departmental organization and efficiency.

That meeting of departments be held at least once a .jonth.

That the work be adjusted in such a way that the more capable and 

efficient Junior teachers are given the opportunities of preferment,

That the Associate Faculty, as such, give way to departmental 

meetings, at which full attendance is mde compulsory, and that every 

junior toucher be urged to bring forward at these meetings any suggestions 

-Or i.provemend in the department which .ay seem fit uni proper.

The proceeding's of such meetings should be presented at the 

monthly meetings of the Faculty, and there need be no reason why a 

minority report of such a meeting might not be presented where the 

occasion arises.
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